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CHAPl'l!R I
nlTRODUC'riON AND
.l.

REVJEK

OF

LITERATURE

nlTRODUC'.riOH

The problaa setting. The increasing use of credit b7 consumers
has

llharpened

the. need

_

tor information in this area. Consumer debt

now exce�s !it�-sh: billion
since 1939 or about 180 per

dollars1

cent

an increase of Boo per cent

the

in

past six years.1 Instal.ment

debt per capita increased trom an average of forty-one do llars in 1929
to one hundred ninet,y-!iva dollars in 1959, in terms of 1958 dollars.2
In December
Per

1960

it

had

reached two hundred thirty-two

capita instalaant debt in 1958 �s about 9.S

capita

income

tor

the

United states; tor

per cent.h For the United States in
10.3

per

Tennessee

(1960)

cent o�

dollara.3
the

per

it was about 12.5

December 1960,

it

had increased to

per cent.S

l:redera1 Reserve

Bulletin, February,

2r..a Ho lmes and Minne Bella
Credit-Patterns of Use and Costs,•
Februar71 1960.

1961,

P•

2o6.

Mcintosh, •COnsumer Installment
Journal of .Home Economics, $2a951
--

-

)Computed !rom total instal.Jient debt tor December 1960 and esti
aated u.s. population tor Decellber 1960, as reported in u.s. Dept. ot
Comerce, Sur!!l!!.!, Current Business, Februa.ry 1961, PP• 8-ll and 8-17.
4Federa1

Reserve Bank of Atlanta, llonthg

Review, Ju:q, 1960,

p.

SCollplte
l d !rom data in footnote 3 and total u.s. personal income
tor Dec ellber 1960, reported in Survez of Current Business, February,

1961,

P• 8-1.

-

81.

2
l!ala

Holmes ot the United States Department of Agriculture Insti

tute of·Home Ec onomies said in 19S 7 that •over the peri od of a lifetime,
chances are that almos t

eveeybo� 11'111 sometime take ad"f'8lltage of the
-

credit 80 .tree]¥ offered in 80

J118J1Y

forms, for so

rlees, and on such attractive terma . •6
later
ot

C:cyde

11'.

many

goods and ser

Phelps said a year

.

that in a normal year one-fourth ot all consumers, and one-third

urban consuer8, liBke use ot instalment credit. 7

These statements

are probably as true now as then.
Helen Humes Lamale of the Bureau of Labor Statistics has said
that •among the economic factors whieh have had a marked intluenoe on

eity fadq spending patterns in the postwar years

has

been their

greatly increased use of credit to finance their purehases.•8
New types of credit, and
constantq being devised.

more

liberal terms tor older f orms, are

"A.ll-pllrpose•
.

a

or

•thirt;y-dq opti on• charge
.

cc ounts1 credit cards such as that offered by the Diners' Club 1

credit coupons purchased on instalment contracts, bank-charge-account
credit, and revolving check credit are among the newer types.
tising makes these innovations known

to

Adver

consume rs illmediately1 som etimes

� Holllea, "Who Uses Consumer Credit?"
Economics, 49&340, May, 19S 7.

Journal

of H011e

-

-

,_

7C:cyde William Phelps 1 Financing the Instal.llent Parchases of the
.lmeriean Familz, Studies in Consumer er&dit, no.j (Baltiilorea Commercial
crean Comp&DY, EdUcationii DiVision, 1958), P• 20.
8Helan Humes Iaaale , • Changes in Expenditures of Urban Families,"
Journal of � Economies, 50a685, November, 19S8.

3
1D

subtle and dra.matic ways.

have been experiencing

in

gate th8118elves for future

In prosperous times such as Americana

recent 7ears, consumers are wi111ng to oblipayme nts in

order to improve their level of

living with greater speed. Iratona found

1D

a 19S5 atud;y that 42 per

cent of respondents who felt better off financial]T than a 7ea:r before
reperted instalment purehues1 while only 25 per cent of those who
felt worse off had done so.9
Lansing, lfaynes, and l.'reinin found that "the proportion of
unita who

-

awe

inatalment debt is highest in the middle income groups,

those with incomes of $4000 to $7Soo.•l0

Holmes and Mcintosh reported,

fr011 data in the Federa l Reserve studies, that suburban families with
heads

between tweaty-five and thirt;r-.rour ;rears of age were especial.q

l.ikely to use credit in liberal amounts, and that d.ebt rises with
easing of teras and increasing credit opportunities.ll

Lansing, Jla1nes,

and l.'reinin sq that "the moat important factors which influence the
-

probabilit;r that an individual spending unit will owe instalmen t debt
are its liquid aaset hol.dings, its income, and ita stage in the family

cycle or the a g e of the bead of the unit."

The7 state .turthera

The effect of changes in people • s income on their instalment btl1ing
is not clear from the data. The data do show that people with

9&ard of Governors1 Federal Resen-e S;ystea, Consumer Instalment
Credit, pt. n, Vo l. l, Conference on Regulation (iaShilii£ona Govem
aen'£ Printing Office, 19S7), P• 45S.
l.O:rbid.,

P•

487.

llHolaes and Keintoah, �· �.,

PP•

96-97.

4

incomes which are stable and are expected to remain stable are less
like]¥ than others to owe instalment debt. This finding is
consistent with an earlier as8UJI.Ption of Katona that ris:lllg income
may lead to negative saving {borrowing) in order to speed up the
rise in standard of' 11rlng, while falling incomes JDiq lead to
negative sa'Ying in order to prevent or postpone a deterioration
in atandarda of' lirlna:. People with steaey- incomes thus have less
incentive to borr01r.l2
Although changing the down payment or the aonth]¥ papent aff'ecta
the amount of' instalment b'lJ1'ing1 changing the interest rate does not

seem to do so.l3

lligb.t wonder whether consumers are real.:cy aware

One

of' the interest rates they are paying. Since credit agencies often
attempt

to

conceal actual interest rates by vari011.s1 sometimes devious,

means, and since school curricula proTide
area,

it is Slll&ll

wonder that

college classes, who
•Y

very

one f'inda so

little help in this

II&IJ1'

individuals, even in

ot compute a true annual interest rate. There

cann

be even leas understanding of' the "hidden costs• involved in se-

curing

u.ny

loans

.

or

of the valid reasons f'or

variations in

credit

costs, such as the credit rating of' the customer, collateral of'f'ered,
length of'

the loan period, coats of' investigation and record keeping,

and size of' the loan.
Instalment credit deaenes special

consideration

since it now

constitutes over three-fourths of' the ahart- and interadiate-term
consumer debt outstanding.lla. SUch credit use shows seasonal

l2Cownmer Instalment Credit,
l3Holmea and llcintoah,

££•

pt. TI,.

Vol.

1, �· cit., PP• 467-88.

�., p. 97.

14rederal Reserve Bulletin, February, 19611

variation

p.

206.

with each year's peak colling in Decemer when Christmas gifts, such as
furniture and appliances, jewelry' and non-durables, are boaght on iDstalllent plans.

Another, somewhat lower, peak occurs in June 'When
Of

automobile buying is strong.

the total, however, nearly half is

for automobiles, i . e., $18 billion out of $43 billion.l�
Man7 agencies advertise their instalment credit at the time
honored rate of 6 per cen t.

A government committee in Massachusetts

checked on one hundred five such cases and found only one that
actual:cy" charging 6 per cent.

was

The others ranged up to 679 per cent

with about three-fourths of the cases falling between ll and 30 per
eent.

A state legislative committee in Wisconsin found that although

:aoat automobile purchasers thought they were paying between

8 and

12

per cent for cr edit, the real rates were between 17 and 40 per cent or,
in Jl8nT transa ctions, evell higher.l.6
In

addition to the interest itself, numerous other charges are

often attached which add to the cost of instalment credit.

S.ollen

charges for installation of such items as television seta, inflated
insurance rates for

ear

buyers, credit life insurance; filing, nota.r,.,

and documentar;r fees; reinstat ement, adjusters•, or reconditioning
fees-all these and other hidden charges await the 'UilW'ai7' consumer.

l5Ibid.
J.6Jerome B. Cohen and Arthur 'W. Hanson, Personal Finance
(revised editionJ Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Iri'Li, Inc., 19$8),

P•

98.

6

Although installlent credit is the predominant type of
credit, other forms are likewise increasing in use.
are used by an ever-increasing nllllber,

w1th

co

nsume r

Charge accounts

users owing over $5 billion

at the end ot 1960, service credit amountB to over $3 billion, and

single payment loans account tor over $4 billion .

ot

credit, dealers extend about $5.8 billion, loan

finance companies

or

the instalment

about $15.3 billion, and commercial banks over $16 b1111on.l7
unions now mmber near];r twenty" thousand

m.ellbers and nearly $4 billion
apply to pawnbrokers
without

tor

adequate small

1n

with

outstanding

Credit

over eleven lli.llion
loaDa .16

Some DIU.Bt still

needed cash, and others, especi.al.ly in states

loan llln,

continue

to be

exploited by

loan

sharks.
stat ement of the prob lem.
lmawledge

1n

this

area,

In order to contribute to the needed

this stu� was an investigation ora

(1) knowledge, concerning consumer credit, possessed b7 a
selected group or wo118111 and
(2) how their level or knowledge is related

to

(a) their attitudes concerning credit,

(b) the extent to which they use cr edit ,
(c) the sources used and corresponding intereBt rates paid, and

(d) selected characteristics

ot

the

women.

17Federal ReserTe Bulletin, February, 19611 P• 206.

l8eredit Union National .lasociation, Credit Union Yearbook, 1960.
(Madison, 'Wisc onsin t Credit Union National Aisoaation, 1960), P• �

7
Assumptions or the stud;y. .laSWBptions basic to the study are
these:

(1) Adult education agencies can help consumers :illcrease their
credit knowledge.

(2) Increased knowledge of consumer credit can enable families
to use credit in a manner that will contribute to a

greater

realisation or their values.
!!lPotheses.

The atud.y proceeded with the following

null

hypotheses a

(1) lBvels of credit knowledge are not associated with (a) ex
tent of use of credi'\1 (b) interest rates paid, or (c) atti
tudes toward credit.
(2) The level or credit knCJWledge is unrelated to the woman's
(a) general educational leTel, (b) aocioeconomic leTel,
(c) number or years -.rried,

(d) gai.Btul employment (amount

and type) , and (e) cooperatiTe planning in the use of fami:Qr
income.
Organisation of

the

stud{.

Chapter I is an introduction (in

cluding the problea and its setting, aasu.ptiona, �otheaes, defini
tion or terms) and a review of literature.
Chapter

II

concerns procedures.

the auple and how it was

drawn,

�

the

It includes a description of
data-gathering

hmr they were constructed and validated, of
and of the

mann

the

instruments

and

interview procedure,

er in which the data were ana�ed.

8
Chapter

Ill

contains analysis of the data 1 a present&tion

of

the

Imowledge, attitude, use, and rate scores of the interviewees, a discussion of the statistical tests used to accept or reject. each b1Pothe
sis, and some related phenomena not included in the bn>otheses.
Chapter IV i s a continuation of the data �sis

with

an item

analysis of the 1\'Dmrledge Teat and the Attitude Scale, and a discussion
of credit sources which relates some items of the questionnaire to the
JQlowledge Test.
Chapter

V

consists of some implications for adult education1

using additional questi onnaire items and drawing on the investigator• s
experience in teaching adults.
Chapter

VI

ccmtains the 8UJ111!U7 and conclusions, and the appen-

dices include preliminar.r and final Knowledge Testa, Attitude Seales
as presented to the respondents and as arranged for scalogru analysis, and
the questionnaire.
De!'inition of

terms.

Consumer credit., as used in this stucy,

means credit used to finance the purchase of co:anodities and services
for personal consumption
such purposes.

Mo

or

mi.ni.mu1l

to refinance debts originally incurred for

period of repayment is specified but credit

included is of short or intermediate term.

These types are excluded:

credit to Governmen t agencies, nonprofit or charitable organizations,
business credit (including prodnetion credit to farmers), and r eal
estate .ortgage credit.20
2 0:r..lla Easson, "New Developments in Consumer Credit," Journal of

.Home Economics, .$la846, .December, 1959, citing Board of Governors of
�al ReserTe System.

tli8
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The definition of knowledge proposed b;y R.G. Spitze
"Dlowledge of Credit by Tennessee Farmers
.

tiees" is accepted here:

"&Q7

and

in

his

Its Effects upon Prac-

understanding which is found useful b;y

.

8D1'

individual in the resolution of scientific or practical probleu

eneountered .•21
.

J.ttitude

may

be defined as a willingness to act or an evaluative

belief' which ia a predisposition for action, while value, as here used,
is a strong and durable attitude which determines or strongly influences
action.

Romans accepts similar definitions.22

J.du.lt education consists of fol'lllllly or infor-.lly organized
activities designed to further the lmowledge of older youth and adults.
In

this atuq the particular concern is for public school adult educa-

tion, i.e., those activities sponsored b7 the public schools, open
all adults, with

m1n1mum

to

or no fees.

B. REVIEW' OF LITmATURE

Although literature on the subject of consumer credit abounds
in

newspapers

and

popular ugazines, in professional journals,

in

publications issuing from yearq conferences held by ma.ny universities
and other institutions,

in

pamphlet series sponsored by credit agencies-

research studies in this area are relativel7 fa.

21ft.G. Spitze, •xnowledge of Credit by' Tenn essee Faraers and Its
Effects upon Practices� (unpublished II&Iluscript, prepared in 1960).
ROm&ll8 1 "Knowledge and Attitudes of Tennessee
Farmers Con cerning Credit Practices and Some Effects on Credit Manage
ment and Credit Cost• (unpublished Jlaster•s thesis, The Universit y of
Tennessee, Knoxville, 1957),pp. 22-2).

22Jolm ThoJU.s

_

lO

The research moat closely related to the present investigation
was a 19S6-S7 Univerai� of Tennessee

aurvey23

of five hundred repre-

sentative Tennessee farmers with regard to their knowledge, attitude
and use

of production credi t1 conducted by R.G. Spitse of the Agricul

tural Economics stat! and J. T.

Romans 1 a graduate student in tba t

department.
The interview method was used in the Spi tse-Romans surve7 ot a
Jmlti-stage cluster &allple or farme rs.

The interviewers used

a twenty-

point knowledge scale concerniDg sources for production credit with some
questions answerable by Yes o r No and some requiring completion-type
-

-

answers, e.g.,-nhere is the nearest office ot the Production Credit
Association?' The attitude index and also

a deliberation index used in

this study were deterllined on a subjective basis at the close of each
interview.

In securing information regarding outstanding loans,

interviewers looked at the farme rs' documents whenever possible.

the

Both

interviewers were versed in agricultural economics and familiar with the
study.
Anot.her study or inter e st was done b7 the National Bureau of
Economic Research at the request of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve S;rat•.

The purpose of the study was to provide the Executive

Branch of the government with information to guide polia,r decisions re
garding consume r credit controls.

As one of the five parts of this

23Par t of the results of this stuq- are available in Romans'
Master's thesis and other data are reported in an unpublished manu
script b7 Spitze. These works have been cited previoual.y.

ll
research progr&ll, the Board determined upon a atud;y to be a
compilation and report on ana�ses b7 universit7 specialists,
to be developed b7 conference methods, regarding data and knowl
edge needed for effective public poliCT in the field of consumer
credit in general and instalment credit in particular. (p. xiii)
This Conference on the Problell of Consumer Credit Regulation, which
was held at Princeton Universiv under the auspices of the National
Bureau of �onomio Research in October, 1956, included fort7-six
scholars troa tweat.y-eight universities and research institutions.
The

proceedings ot this conference were published as part of a

si.x-vol'WII8 Federal Reserve Sy-stem series2h in 1957.

This publication

contains the papers presented at the conference and the coJDD.ents by
discussants of the papers.

Three of the papers in Yolume 1 ot Part

n

pertain to the problell of the present studya "Attitudes Toward Saving
.

and Borrowing," b7 George :tratona; •Factors Associated with the Use of
.

Con 8UII81" Credit,• by John B. Lansing,

Scott Maynes, and Mordechai

E.

K:reinin; and "Consumer Debt and Spendinga Some Evidence f'rom Analysis
of a SUrve,y,• b7 James Tobin •
.

From

IQltona' s paper and the research on

which

it was based, two

major conclusions emerge: {1) Consumers' desire to save and the impor
tance the7 attached to the accumulation

of

their extensive use of' instalment buying.

savings were not impaired b7
{2) Stri'rlng tOlfl.l"d having

more of the good things of' life and toward improvement

of

of liYing is not generally done at the expense of saTing .

one's plane
The feeling

ot securit7 and confidence stimulates both.25
24consumer Instalment Credit,
25Ibid.,

P•

469.

Pt. n,

Vol. 1, 2E,• cit.

l2

The data used

in

the Lansing, !faynes, and Kreinin paper came

f'rom the Surveys of Consumer Finances conducted by the Survey Research
Center of the University of Michigan in cooperation with the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, partieularq the 1956 survey

in which a probability sample (3,014) of all spending units in the
United States was interviewed.

Seven f a ctors associated with the us e

of consume r eredit were studiedt
(1) Liquid-asset holdings. (The larger the liquid assets of a unit,
the less liltel,y it is to owe instalment debt. But, among units
who owe, the amount of payaents does not appear to be related
to liquid-asset holding•.)
(2) Income. (The probability that a unit rlll owe first rises and
then falls as income ris es. The amount of payments rises with
income but at a slower rate.)
(3) Age or sta ge in the life oycle. (Both the probabi lity that
a unit will owe and the amount o! payments are highest for
young couples and lowest for old people.)
(4) Income stability. (Units with stable income are less likely
to owe. Their payments seem to be about th e same as those
o! other units, oth er things being equal . )
(5) Whether the head is a farmer. (Units h eade d by farmers are
less likely to owe. Those who do borrow obligate themselves
to smaller payme nts than units headed by individuals in other
occ upations.)
(6) Region of the country. (Units in the West are more likel,y to
owe. Their payments seem to be about the same as those of
other units, other things being equal.)
(7) Whether the unit 01fllB a home with a :mortgage. (Un i ts with a
mort gage are more likely to owe instalme nt debt. )26
Tobin presents
relation

some

to consumer debtt

conclusions regarding household behavior in
(1) Other things equal, high debt levela

deter expenditure on durable goods.
use

of debt in financing purchases.

(2) High debt levels deter further
(3) There are i.Jiportant inter-

relatione between debt and liquid assets in consumer behavior.
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(4) Additions to debt are negative:q related to current income and
positively related to previCIU8 income among low-income families, while
the reverse is true 811long those at higher income levels.
viduals are less apt to add to debt

than

Single indi

ied spending units,

marr

and

older consumers are less likely than younger, except among low-income
units where distress borrowing reverses the relationship.

Change in

debt is significantly correlated with both actual and anticipated pur
chases

o!'

durable gooda, but

it

does not appear

to

be significantly

related to attitudes o!' economic optimism or pessimisa.27
A third study, Financing New

under the direction o!' Arthur

L.

Car

Purchases,28 was carried out

Broida o!' the Division o!' Research and

statistics o!' the Federal Reserve System, Board o!' Govemors, who
worked with National Ana�sta, Incorporated, o!' Philadelphia. The
data were obtained !'rOJD a

8UM'Q'

in mid-1956, during which a repre

sentative national sample o!' over 4,6oo buyers o!' new ears, in the
two preceding years, was interviawed.
credit bv;yers.
tutions in-n>lTed

This SIUIPle included about 31000

The stud;r also included reports !'rom the lending insti
in

over 51100 credit purchases o!' neW" ears 1 including

2,750 transactions !'or which the bUTers also were interviewed.
This study was also published as part o!' the Federal Reserve
series ��entioned earlier and presented these •jor findings a (1) The
countrywide availability o!' instalment credit on easier terJBS, rising

levels o!' emplo1J18nt and income, and the popularity o!' the 1955 models

combined to cause more new car purchases than ever be!ore 1 especialq

credit purchases.

Credit

(2)

terms eased so

much

that two-thirds of

the contracts had •turities of thirt;r months or longer, and nearly
one-halt involved dawnpaymenta of less

than

25 per cent.

(3) Many of

these contracts were associated with buyers with rather low incomes or

in weak net worth positions.
annua

(4)

On

most new car contracts effective

l finance rates were between 9 and 13 per cent, with median of 11

per cent.

(5 ) About one-half of the instalment buyers said that the;r

would not have bought the new car if dawnpqments and maturities had
not been eased.29
Ferber conducted a study of the plans for and purchases of a
varie't7 of du.rable goods (including clothing) in 1951 and 19 52 by means
of ·a continuous 110nthly consumer panel of some one hundred fift;r families

in Decatur, Illinoia.30
fuilT.

.l

total of eight interviews were made with each

The panel was set up as a random aample of the population, but

the rate or non-response was high and although

the

substitutions were

al.ao selected at rand0111 the author does not claim that the final results
are necessarily representative of the population.

HoweTer, the thirt;r-

fiTe to fif't7 new families interrlewed for each of the second, third,
fourth, and seventh aontbs prorld.ed a means of comparison of their
anB1fers with those

or

veteran panel members and a check on the bias

introduced b;r panel membership.

29Ibid.,

PP•

1-7.

30Robert Ferber 1 Factors Influencinfu:Durable Goods Purchases
(Urbana, Illinois: Bureau of !ConoDi!e and s1Dess Research, universit;r
ot Illinou, 1955)
•

Ferber states his results as hypotheses on consumer behavior

be tested in further research.
quency of credit as a

means

to

Some of these are: (1) The r elat iv e fre

of financing durable goods purchases in-

creases with the size of the purchases.
purchase category, app earing

to

(2) The use of credit varies b7

be most frequent in the purchase of car

and housing items and least frequent in clothing purchases.

(3) Plan-

ning is not uniform among population groups, but those doing the most
parebasing also do the most planning.
tille between planning and purchase) of an item may be related to the
degree of family participation in its use.
plana for Ejor items are tulfilled,
planned-for purcltase date.

usua

(S) A large proportion of

lly within one month of the

(6) The degree of fulfillment of plans is

intlnenoed by one's present and expected future financial po a ition. 31
Other studies bear more peripheral relationships

one.

to

the present

The findings of a D.nsas state College research32 support

the

aa8UJIIPtions of this stud;y, i.e., that education agencies can help women
increase their knowledge in matters of money

gement and that

mana

increased knowledge is used in practice. The D.nsas stud;r

was

such

an investi-

gation of the effectiveness of a family finance course in helping fresh
man

college students see the value of keeping financial records.

Data

were secured from interviews with one hundred freshEn women in April

31Ibid.,

PP•

$2-SS.

)2Jruie la.genia Allen, "The Ef"fect of Instruction in Financial
Management amcmg Selected Kansas State College Womena {11Dp11bli.Ue4
Master's thesis, Kans�s state College, Manhattan, 19$8).

l6

and Jay of 1958.

No statistical measures were used to test the signifi

cance of the differences found in practices of those who had and had not
taken the family financ e cours e, but it was conc luded "that the instruc
tion in financial

mana

gement

•

•

•

did have a measurable impact on

financial management habits as express ed by students

in terms

of both

planning and record-keeping.w33
Winder • s doctoral study, though quite different in purpose and
method from the present one, did offer some implications or rec ommenda
tions that w ere similar.

The purpose of her investigation was 11to

identify the family financ ial experiences of s elected graduates
class of Morgan State College one year after graduation

and

of

one

to show the

implicat ions of thes e experiences for teaching a course in family finance
at Morgan State College." The interviewr method was used for this study
·
also, with fort7 m embers of the 1954 graduating class serving as respondents •
.Allong the implications for teaching drawn from this stuc1y'1 the investigator
stated that "s ince

m.a.ny

of the graduates had charge

and

credit accounts

for clothing, household iteu , and automobiles , the stud;y

of

:installment

purchases, rlse credit buying and other indebtedness should be empha-

s ized in teaching a cours e in family finance.•34
!Oboak35 ana�ed the growth of consumer instalment credit a nd
some characteristics of instalment credit us ers by stu�ing s econdar,y
33Ibid. ,

P•

43.

34ThelJDa Vivian Winder "Family Financia l Experiences of Selected
Graduates of Morgan State Co iiege and th e Implications of These Experi
ences for Teaching Family Finance" (unpublished Doctoral diss ertation,
New York Ur;1ivars ity, New York, 19S7J 1 P• 147 •
35Marie DeVroet Kobcak, "Insta llment Credit and Associated Factors•
(unpublished Master's thesis, The Univers ity of Chicago, Chicago , 1958).
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sources of data such as the annual estimates of instalment credit of
the Federal Reserve Board and their consumer finance
noted that the trend

in

instalment credit is

an

surve,Ts.

She

upward one and offered

these conclusions regarding credit users: (l) The percentage of spending
units using credit was highest

in

(2) Young

middle income groups.

middle aged couples with children had most frequent debt.

(3 ) Those in

medium-sized and small cities m.ore often bought on instalment
in

very large

cities, Tillages, or on farms.

earners using credit was higher than in

any

persons, especially farmers, used least.

than

than

those

(4) The percentage of wage

other group; self-employed

(5) The percentage

having instalment debt increased with the number of earners.

had more frequent debt

and

whites, foreign-born less

than

of

units

(6) Negroes

native-born,

and hOJDeowners less than renters.
Babcock's doctoral study,36 •scales for Measuring Attitudes Toward
.

Participation in Decisions about Uses
the present study in
in

two ways.

ot

F&llily Income,• is related to

Her scale, a copy of which is included

her report, and her excellent review of the literature regarding

attitude scale construction were helpful in that aspect

of

this study.

The other is a more tangential relationship. Implicit in Babcock's
stud;y is the idea that cooperative planning
is desirable;

the

in

the use of familT income

�lication is that her seale may be used to identity

attitudes in order to guide students more effectively into patterns of
36ala� Babcock, •scales for Measuring Attitudes Toward Partici
pation in Decisions .lbout.Uses of Fami.]ar Incomes• (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, Iowa State Universit,y, Ames, 1958 ).
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cooperative planning.

She quoted a study by Wittler37 stating that of

152 families studied, near� one-half reported that both parents participated

in

decisions regarding money and another one-third that both

parents and children over six years of age participated, while only 3·3
per cent reported father alone and 1. 3 per cent mother alone aald.ng such
decisions.
Ellgelbrecht38 explored the homemaker's awareness of, and inclina
tion to use, the various sources of infol"'lll.tion

which

are available

to

her, and attempted to gain some insight into the factors which facilitate
or impede the use of these potential sources of information.

She

inter-

viewed twenty-one ColWibia, Missouri, homemakers in Kay, 1958, to collect
information regarding their knowledge and use of sources of information
pertaining

to

thirteen h omemaking su.bjecta, as well as their homemaking

practices and famiq characteristics.
from

The homemakers were selected

a list of urban parents of children in the ld.ndergarten and primary'

grades of the University of Missouri Laboratar.y School and were above
average in income, education, and cooperativeness.
schedule of questions, the interview, conducted
investigator the opportunity

to

in

In

addition to the

the homes, gave the

make observations regarding homemaking

effectiveness which were recorded at the close of each interview as a

3'1waneta .l. lrittler, "Development of a Method of Identifying Home
Jlanag ement Problems of Farm Families" (unpublished Master's thesis, Iowa
State College, Ames, 1952).
38Selma Rosena Engelbrecht, •An �loratory Stu.cly of Homemaking
Information Sources Used by Homemakers• (unpublished Master's thesia,
University of lfissouri, Columbia, 1959).
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profile of the homemaker and her fami:cy-.

From these profiles, five

•most effective" and five "least effective• homemakers were chosen, and
these were compared on their answers to some of the schedule questions.
When asked on what homemaking subjects they would like to receive
more information, the homemakers mentioned cooking and home decoration
most frequent]T.

llhen asked what sources they would consult for adding

to their knowledge of thirteen hOilE'making subjeo\ areas, •bringing up
children" had the greatest number of sources listed, while money manage-

ment and time and energy management were at the bottom of the liat.

The

sources most often mentioned far information on money management were
husbands, specialists, magazines, and books.

!ngelbrecht observed&

Perhaps this area ll'as one in which: (1) the homemaker feels that
the more complex aspects are chiet:cy- the husband's concern and
that the homemaker's problell is s1Jilp:l1' to get the most for the
money she spends, or (2) the homemaker feels that the whole
problea is fair11' sblple--one sets aside money for the necessi
ties and hopes to have some left over, or (3) the homemaker is
unaware of the substantial economies that can be atfected by
informed money m&D&g 81Mllt.39
Some ot the same theo ries might app:l1' to credit

management.

All of the studies reTiEIII'ed in this chapter have presented helptul background •terial1 although none has reported an attempt to discover the relaticmships between knowledge and the factors regarding
consumer credit with which the present investigation is concerned.

If it can be shown that increased knmrledge resulta in wiser use of

39Ibid., p.

65.
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such

credit,

as has been suggested by- some of the studies in other

areas, then homemakers might be lad to seek additional lma�rledge with
.

.

more diligence, and adult educators might be given
assisting these homemakers in their efforts.

.

some

guidance

in

CHAPTER II

PROCEDURES

A.

THE SAllPLE

In order to mke use of the theory of statistical inference, a

probability HD�ple was chosen tor this study.
best probability sample seemed

to

For present purposes, the

be the sillpla randoa aample.l Hence,

the group interri•ed consisted of one hundred women, a random sample
ot the women living within the city of Knoxville, Tennessee, who had
attended one or more home economics classes at the .Bnoxville Adult
Education Center during the 1959-60 school year.

Enrollment

cards

were

obtained !rom the school and nllllbered.J a table of random numbers was
used in selecting the one hundred women. 2
This sample constituted 60 per cent of the !b.oxville students
in the Home Economics Department tor that year and appr oximateq 30 per
cent ot the total enrollment in that department., since about halt the
enrollment consisted of city residents.
sample

ot

It

was felt

that

having

a

such size in relation to the size of the population would

redu.ce the supling error

and

increase the reliability

of

the results.)

lz.on Festinger and Daniel Jrats (ads.) ., Research )(ethoda in the
Behaviora l Sciences (Nn York& The Dryden Preas., 1953), p. 184.-AIBO
cliii'e Selltis, at al • ., Research Methods in Social Relations (New
Yorka Henr.y Holt-aD�co�., Inc • ., 1959);-p. 521.
2Festinger and Jratz, �· �·, p. 185.
3s.lltiz,

!! al., �· �.,

P•

526.
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The

;rears with

waaen interviewed ranged in age trom twent7 to sevent7-one
mean

age of thirtT-nine•

and onl7 seven were sixty

or

over.

6o
In

and

The distribution is shown below:
Number of Women

Years of Age

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

OYer hal:t of them were under fort;r,

over

22
32
22
17
7

educational level the respondents ranged from fifth grade to

graduate degrees.

Ta-o-thirds

had attained at least high school gradua-

tion, but there were almost as Jlllll1' with less than tenth grade education
as with college degrees.

The frequencies are indicated in the following a

Higllest Grade Completed
Grade 7 or less
Grades 8-9
Grades lO-ll
Grade 12 or one ;rear additional
College, 2-3 ;rears
Collage degree (incl. Master • s)

Number of Women

3
5

24

47

11
10

With the usa of McGuire and 1fhite• s ;evisian4 ot Warner 1 s
occupational types, S t.he work experience of the interviewees was
classified as shown in Tabla I.

About halt of them .tell into the

T)pe 4 classification which includes stenographers, bookkeepers, sales
people and others with approx:l.mateq a high school education.

hcarson McGuire and George D. White, "The Measurement of Social
Status,• Research Paper in Human Devalopaent*No. 3, revised (Department
of Educational Pqchology, The University" of Texas, Karch, 1955), P• 7.

-'williu

Class in AmE!l"iea

llio:Iil:-

Lloyd Warner , Karchia Meeker, . an d Irenneth Eells 1 Social
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1949), PP • 132-38,
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TABU: I
TYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE REPORTED

SElECTED GROUP OF RNOXVILLE

BY

A

WO:MEN1 1960

Number of Women

Oceupaticmal '!',ypes

1 (Top professionals, executives, proprietors , et al. )

1

2 (High school teachers, librarians, large proprietors,
accountants 1 et al. )

5

3 (Elementary teachers, nurses, bank clerks, smaller
proprietors 1 et al. )

8

4 (Stenographers, bookke epers , sales people , et al. )

49

5 (Telephone and beauty operators, clerks , apprentices,
et � )

�

6 (Semi-skilled tactor;y workers , waitresses , et al. )

13

Total

89

(11 had had no occupational experience )
The number of years of gainful employment reported b,y the women
is shown below.

Eighty-nine of them had worked a t least one year out-

side their homes, and over two-thirds had worked tour years or more .
Years of Employment

Number of Women

0

11
19
31

1 to 3
4 to 8
9 to l5
16 or over

16

23

The socioeconomic status of the interviewees , as determined with
the McGuire and White revi•ion6 of Warner ' s classification, 7 ranged

6vc0u:1re and White, �· .£!.!· 1

PP• 2-4, 7-8.

7warner , Meeker, and Eells , 2£• cit . ,

pp.

121-29.
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.trom .1- (the lower sepent of the upper class ) to E (the middle segment

of the lower-lower class ) with about half of them falling into the
lower middle class and about an equal number in the upper and the lowerThe distribution

lower classes .

is

Socioeconomic Class

A (Upper)
B (Upper middle)

C ( Lower middle )

D (Upper lower )

E (Lower lower )

as follows :

Number

of Women

4

22

49
20

5

Sixt7-nine of the respondents were living with their husbands
at the time of the interrtn; the remaining thirt7-one were widowed,
diTorced, or had never been married.
()l:cy- two of the original sample of one hundred women retuaed to
be interviewed.

This low percentage of refusals was gratifying in vin

of the larger percentage r�orted b7 other investigators, e . g. , 4 to 6
per cent b7 lQltona and lflleller in their periodic surveys on the atti
tudes and expectations of American eonsumers.B

Substitutions were

made for the two refusals and for fourteen others who were unable to
cooperate because of illness or because they were
lboxville.

no

longer living in

Regarding residence change, Iratona and Mueller stated. a

In each of the last few years close to 20 per cent of American
families have changed their place of residence every yearJ even
if mch mone;y and ingenuity are devoted to following the movers,

�

Baeorge Iratona and Eva Mueller, Consumer
ectations, 19531956 (.lml Arbor : SurYe7 Research Center, Institu e !or Social Re
search, University of Michigan, 1956 ?) , P• 138.
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there will be some--about 10 per cent of the total sample af't.er a
year according to recent experience-who cannot be contacted.9
The substitutes in

the

present study were drawn in

the original one hundred.

the

same

as

Since the sample was large in relation to

the population, it was felt that the substitutions did not

value

manner

reduce

the

of the stu�.

B. THE !NOWLEDGE

TEST

An instrument for measuring the credit knmrledge of the interviewees was needed.

The literature on teat construction and on eon-

sumer credit was studied in preparation for the construction of this

instrument.

Those parts of the Termessee Code pertaining to cmsumer

credit were revined, and interviews were held with representatives of
the following consumer

eredit

agencies t banks , small loan or finance

companies, pawnbrokers , department store credit departments, and credit
unions .

Actual construction of the test began with a list of multiple-

answer statements of the type shown below.

This type was chosen to

lessen the chance ot correct answers by mere guessing, and the correct
answer was placed among the foils by throwing a die .
Example 1

If you finance a purchase through a loan comparl1"

instead of an instalment retail dealer, your
will probabq be
(a) more.
(b ) slightq less.
(e) mneh less.
(d) about the same .
(e) I don ' t know.

charges

finance

26
A pre-test of these statements with a number of home-.kers of
varying educational levels provided clarification of the wording of the
statements and direction for further work on the instrument as well as
preliminary experience in interviewing.
expanded

to

a

The list was then revised and

tentative test of fifty items as seen

in Appendix A.

It was felt that this number of items would be excessive in the final
interviews and that reliability would be reduced because of the respondants 1 boredom or irritation.

As Campbell and Iratona have stated1

Eveey data-gathering instrument bas an optimal length for the

population to which it will be submitted. Beyond that point ,
interest begins to lapae and cooperation to diminish.
The
survey researcher must take care that he does not overestimate
the tolerance of his respondents • • • 10

The jury method was used to reduce the number of items in the test and
to improve the items that were retained.

Regarding this procednre

Guttman has said1 "The evaluation of the content
that may be decided

by

consensus of judges

•

•

•

•

" 11

•

•

remains a matter

Suchman also

states that
While it is probably impossible to remove the element of sub
jectivit.f from the process of constructing • • • items , it
should be possible to decrease the danger of individual bias
by means of groups or judgea . l2

l.Orestinger

and Katz ,

�·

cit . , P•

49.

f{

ll
lleasurnent and Prediction a studies in Social Psycholo
in
Wor ld War tt, '101. Iv\]5rhiceton, lew Jerseyz""'hoiDceton U vers ty
Press ,""19�, p. 84 .

Di

12Ibid. , p .

167 .
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For this study five jurors were chosen trom the University of Tenne ssee
.taeulva two in h011e management., two in agricultural economics., and
one in

consumer

finance in the College of Business Administration.

These jurors were given the .ti.fty'-item prel1m1nar,y knowledge test
with the

following instructiona l

Please place in column l., V (very important ) ., I (important) ., or
U (uniJJportant ) to indicate your feeling concerning that item
as a measure of a consumer ' s knowledge about credit. Place a
check in collum 2 if you feel that an itea is ambiguous., has an
ambiguous answer., or has more than one possible answer listed.
Place a check in column 3 1.f you wish to make any other comment
(on reverse side of this sheet) concerning the item. Do you
think o.t significant questions whiCh I have omitted?
CD

the basis of the jurors • reactions the preliminary test

was revised and reduced to thirty-five itams (see AppEildix B ) .

The

jurors • reactions were scored with five points for V., three points
for I., no points for u., and in the fn cases where a juror placed a
question mark instead of a letter, one point was given.
then

The summary

revealed a score from the jurors • reactions ranging from three

to twenty-three out of a possibla twenty-five points for each i tea.
The fifteen items scoring twelve or less were deleted.
The next step was a second pre-test using the thirty-five item
preliminary teet, with twenty women of varying backgrounds who, like
those of the final sample , had been students in the :Khoxville Adult
Education Center in other years .

The women in this group scored from

three to twenty-five , out of a possible thirty-five, on the prel1minar.y
test.

A cariparison was then made of items missed by the top 2$ per

cent of the scorers and the law 2$ per cent.

Those items .:round not to

28

diacr:iJainate between women with high and low knowledge of credit.- as
measured by the entire instrument.- were deleted. l3
missed

b7 an

equal number or

a

(These itell81

difference of only one.- in the two

groups, were 1 1 141 151 16, 171 19, 25, 28, 291 301 and 33 . ) The remaining

twenty-tour items were further revised

and

claritj,.ed to form

the final kna.ledge test 1 or K-test (see Appendix C ) .
The :r-test used

in

the final intervien was found to have a

split-half (odd-even) reliability coefficient of' ..S6 as computed from

the one hundred eases . Coefficient alphalh. . (a split-half using random
halTea instead of' odd-eTeD) was • .52 . The lower bound of' the relia
bility

coefficient as determined from the Guttman f'ormnlal5 was 7 .
•

This means that the actual reliability could be anywhere between 7
•

and unity. Such levels

of

reliability seem adequate f'or the purposes

of this study f'or two reasons . First, although reliabilities below
. 90

are risky it predictions about particular individuals

are

required

on the basis of' their scores, one can afford to operate with measuring
instruments of' relatively lcnr reliability

it

the interest

is

in group

results .1.6 Seconiq, this knowledge test might more reasonably be
considered a series of' one-item (or few-item) tests rather than a
l3cf. the discussion of the •discrillinatory power• of' test iteiiS
in Selltiz, � al. , £1?.• �· , p. 18.5 .
lklbid . ,

�

:

2

P•

17.5 .

l.Sveanreaent and Prediction, sm. w_. , p. 310. In this f'orJIU.la
8� .J.J.
s� = the variance of' the odd half of' the test,
(l - �), � the variance of the even half' 1 and
= the
5t
variance of' the total score .

s�

=

l.6Selltis , !!

al . ,

2£.•

�· �

PP•

181-82 .
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te s t .

single

If' an item aeasuring respondents •

or

interest rates

correlate

to

recognize

inexpensive sources for

Furthermore ,

both may

kna�rledge of

c onsumer credit. l7

whether

the

loans does

not

highly with one measuring their knowledge of the operationa

of instalment dealers , the reliability

[ between

ability to compute

s cor es on

this is

be

split

neither item

equalJ1' illportant in
As

Peak

has

halves of a test

because of

different sets of

of

]

items

are

in

determining a general

•It the correlation

said,

is low, it

the instability

is diminished.

be cle ar

cannot

of the measures or

fact measuring different

because

thi.Dgs. •lB

C. THE ATTITUDE SCAlE

Following a

struction

of

regarding

consumer

study"

of the literature

the instrument

signed to �ress

credit

for measuring

was

on

s caling theory,

the con-

the interviewees • attitude

begun with a series of atat ements de-

�g feelings for or against the use of credit,

e.g. , using credit is moralJ1' wrong unless neceasary

to save lite.

These were discussed 1li th several faculty aembers and reviai ona and
additi ons
the

items

.lppeBdix

were

made.

with a

D)

An addi tional

gr-oup

of h011eae
ak rs.

oonsiated of sixteen

• strong17

disagree . "

The resultiDg

statements, with

five-point s cale

credit alternating, an d a
te

revision was mde after pretesting

It

was desirab le

an d rats ,

�·

�. ,

p.

!rom •strang� agree•
.

to have the nUlllber of

295.

(see

items for and a gainst

ranging

l7Ibid . , P • 178-79.

J.Bpaatillger

instrument

items

.30

law

in

ents.

as

to

order to keep the interrlew of a tolerable length for the respond
In

tabulating the final scores, the categories were combined so

obtain onlJr three: agree, neutral and disagree, as suggested by

Guttaan . l9
two

The

instrument presented to the interviewees consisted of'

scales, one composed of' the odd items

and

another of the even items,

arranged in scrambled fashion. llhen unscrambled and arrmged in

de-

creasing order of favor toward or appronl of credit use, they appear as
in

Appendix

E.

Since

lii&IJ1"

respondents seemed to misunderstand or

interpret in widely ditferent

to

the last ite11 (no. 16) , it was decided
to elillinate it from the even scale. Scalogram analyaia20 showed the
ways

coefficient or reproducibility tor the odd seale

to

be .89 with repro

ducibility for the individual items as follolrs a
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
92
2 - .83
3 - .85
4 - .87
-

•

Item
Item
Item
Item

5 - .93
6 - .89
7

-

. 90

8 - . 93

For the even seale, the coefficient of reproducibility

was

.85

with

this reproducibility for individual iteu :
Item
Item
!tea
Item

1 - .91
2 - .86
3 - .82

4 - . 78

Item 5 - .89
Item 6 - .82
rtem

1

-

.aa

This coefficient, which is actua!lT the proportion of responses that
can be predicted correctll' from knowing the total score of each individual, represents the difference between a given scale and a perfect
19Meaaurement � Prediction, op. cit. , p. 301.
20Ibid. ' p. 77 .
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one .

To quote Guttman againa

l

Perfect scales are not to be expected in practice. The deviation
!rom perfection is measured by a coefficient of re roducibility,
which is simply the empirical relative frequency w th which the
values of the attributes do correspond to the proper intervals ot
a quantitative Tariable . In practice, 90 per cent perfect scales
or better have been used as efficient approximations to perfect
acalea. 21
He alao says that not only should the total sample reproducibilicy be
"around

�ch

.90, but each separate item should have reproducibility not

below . 90 . n22

He states .further that "the hypothesis

�

o.t scala-

�

bility seems even more tenable i.t high reproducibility
more categories can

•

•

•

is obtained

when three

or

items . " 23

Hence, having the neutral category in the scale in this stu�

be

retained in at least some at the

-

makes the level of its coefficient of reproducibility more significant.
Scores were computed !or both scales a for the odd scale by
counting the number of itams w1th which the respondent agreed, and .tor
the even scale by counting the nllmber with which she disagreed.

Thus

both scores represented the same end of the agree-disagree continuam,
and these were totaled to obtain a final attitude score .tor use in
correlations and other analysis. ·

D. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire .for securing personal data and credit use information .from the interviewees was constructed. after considerable stud;y
o.t the literature related to this type of instrument.

Suggestions such

as the

following

from Campbell and IQltona were incorporated a

The questionnaire is not simp:cy- a translation of the specific ob
jectives into language understandable to the respondents ; it is
built earetul]Jr, with regard to the tJ.Pe of questions to be &!ked,
the degree of probing, the sequence of the questions, and the
establishment of rapport. The draft of the questionnaire is pre
tested in the field before its actual use . 2 4
The instrument was revised several times after consultations with
faeult,' members and pre-tests with homemakers .
cluded in Appendix

Tiding

F.

The final form is

The interviewees were :most eooperatiTe

in

in

pro-

the information sought and seemed to feel no hesitancy in

answering the questions despite the tact that some of them were rather
personal.

imong the queries in this instrument were those designed to

disc over the interviewee ' s socioeconomic status , the extent

to

which

she used credit, the sources and cost of this credit , and her inclina
tions concerning the desire for more information in the area at con
sumer credit .

To minimise :memor;y errors , questions were usual.l1'

limited to the period of the preceding year .

E.

THE JNTERVDJr

Preparation for the interview consisted of a stuqy of the
literature and the experience of the pre-tests .

1!2!

Bingham and Moore ' s

to Interview was found partieular� helptul. 25

Canne ll and Dim

SS¥ that " the maj or problems in interviewing stem from the inability
or unwillingness of the respondent to co:mmuni cate . • 26

24restinger and IQltz ,

�·

cit . , p .

In this

study,

40.

25wralter v. Bingham ..and Bruce v. Moore , How to Interview (fourth
edition; New York: Harper and Brothers , 1959) . -

26restinger and Katz ,

!?£•

cit . , p .

331.
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however, little difficulty was experienced in establishing rapport and
obtaining the interviews , and no questions were left unanswered.

Many'

of' the interviewees expressed their appreciation for having had the
subject of consumer credit brought to their attention.

In most cases

the first oontact was by" telephone , at which time the s tudy was brief]¥
explained and an appointment made tor the interview.

All the inter

views were made b7 the investigator dnri.ng May and June of 1960, alXl
each required between tart,- and sixt;r minutes .
The K-test was presented first.

The interviewee read the state

ments and it she wished, the statements were also read aloud to her.
Aa she chose her answers , the interviewer recorded the corresponding

letter on an

answer

sheet.

Guesses were encouraged, but not required,

when the respondent did not know the answers .

When children were

present, the interviewer attempted to occupy their attention with a kit
ot materials available f'or the purpose so as not to have them interfere
with the respondent ' s thought processes .

In the f'err cases in which

other adults were present, it was made very clear that their answers
were not desired.

All were cooperative.

In some cases these other

adults were interested enough to ask questions alter the interview,
and such questioning was encouraged.
The respondent was then given a cop)" of the Attitude Scale

as

it

appears in Appendix D, and again the statements were read aloud to her
it she riahed.

As she expressed her feeling about each item, the inter

viewer checked the proper column on another copy of the s cale and gave
that cow a code number to correspond with the answer sheet.

Last�, the interviewer read to the respondent the items
questioDnaire and recorded the replies on the answer sheet.
entire interrlew, an attapt was made
the need

o:t

intormalit7.

the respondent and

to

to

in

the

During the

clari!;r questions according

to

preserve an atmosphere of friendly

This procedure is in agreement with the following state-

ment b;y Cannell and

Kahn a

If the interviewer ware onq to ask a specific question in a
standard Yta7 1 he would not succeed in obtaining responses !rom
different respondents which reflected the same degree of frank
ness, the same amount of completeness, and so on. In abort, the
interrlner cannot app� unvarying� a specified set of tech
niques, because he is dealing with a var,ying situation. 27

At the close of the interview, the respondent was given time to ask
questions or discuss

a.ny

part of the interview that she wished.
to

wanted the correct answers
F.
In

:Many

items on the K-test.

THE ANALYSIS

order to have some quantitatiTe measure

of the

amount of

credit the respondents bad used, a credit use score was computed for
each subject by' using

her

answers to iteliS 21, 23 , 2h., 26, 27,

.30,

and

32 of the questionnaire. For item 21, one point was scored tor each
item of merchandise bought on the instalment plan.

If

the cost ot an

item exceeded five hundred dollars, an extra point was scored for each
.

.

additional tive hundred dollars or traction thereof.

In items

23 , 24,

and 27, one point was scored tor each five hundred dollars (or fraction

27:restinger and Jratz , 2E.• cit . , p. 332 .
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thereof ) borrowed from bank, loan company', or credit union.
26, one point was scored if l.ayby' (or
than

fin times .

If

l.ayalr8.7)

For item

services were used more

one-third or more of the fami� clothing was

bought with a reTolving charge account, one point was scored f C11.' itEIIl 30.
()J.e point was g1ven fC11.' item. 3 2 if the respondent had borrowed to take
a vacation and the loan had not been recorded in a previous question.
The total of these points was termed the credit use score and was used
to indicate the extent to which the subject made use or consumer credit .
Loans

on real estate were excluded from the study.
The rate score was aimpl1' the average rate of interest paid by

the respondent on the credit she had used.

In

most cases the women

did not kns the rate the7 had been charged, and generally the7 estimated the rate lower than it actually was .
ported si.Jii lar findings .

Other studies haTe re-

Hosldns and Coles stateda

Over two-thirds admitted that thq did not know the simple or

annual interest rates thq were paying to finance the purehue

of their automobiles . Of those who thought thq lmew 1 the
majoritT said thq were paying a rate of 5 or 6 per cent. How
ever, halt of t s latter group were paying between 12 and 32.5
per cent • • • 2

r

R .G. Spitze also reported that "the farmer borrowers who give an

in-

-

correct interest rate on their loans have a strong tendeney to err in
underesti:aa tion. w 29

In

the present study the respondents were able to

28Hoskina and Coles , �· �· �

29a.G. Spitze , �· .£!:.· 1

P•

25.

P•

40.
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say where their credit had been secured; the investigator then arranged
interviews with representatives of these credit s ources to ascertain
the rates charged.
information.

All but one were cooperative in providing the desired

For that one an estimate of interest rate was used.

In determining the rate s core, the rates were weighted according
to the size of loan as in the credit use s core.

An effort was made to

have thi s rate score represent a true annual rate.
bank charged

6

For example, if a

per cent and required repayment aon� over the period

of the loan, the rate of 12 per cent was used s ince this type of repay
ment schedule approximately doubles the true rate paid.
The socioeconomic status was determined by means of McGuire and
White ' s reviaion30 of the Warner scale .

The short form, which secures

an index of s ocial status from the occupation of the head of the
family, the source of the family income , a nd the education of the head
of the fami:q-, was used.

In this form these items are weighted five,

four, and three, respective:cy-, and the resulting total score is con
verted to an index score by means of Warner ' s general conversion table .
A random sample of the investigator ' s computations were checked by a
professor familiar with the McGuire-White revision who agreed that
appropriate use of the instrument had been made.
The K-score is simp� the number of items the respondent
answered corre ctly out of the twenty-four on the K-test, and the
attitude index or score is explained on page

31.

The interrelatiOnships of these various s cores will be pre
sented in the ana�is of the next chapter.

30JlcGuire

and White,

�·

�. ,

PP •

2-h, 7-8 .
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

A.

INOIIEDGE , J.TTI'l'UDE,

USE, AND RATE SCORES

Responding to the items o! the r-test, the instrument !or
measuring conSU11181" credit knowledge, appeared to be an educational
perience !or most of the interviewees.

ex-

.l few were embarrassed at their

•r don' t lmow" to a •jority o! the ques

lack o! knolrledge,

answered

tions , and

th�elves by saying that their husbands took care

excu� ed

of auoh Etters; but most were quite interested and many were anxious
to find out, at the close of the interview, which items they had missed.
The scores ranged !rom three to nineteen
w1 th a

( out

of a possible twenty-tour ) ,

1 o! lO.hh and a standard deviation o! 3.53.

118&11

For purposes

o! analysis , the high-X group was defined as those scoring at least

standard deviation above the

mean,

i.e. , fourteen or more, and the low-X

group as those scoring at least one standard deviation below the
i.e., seven or leas.

one

mean,

The n'WIIber o! women scoring in each category ia

shown in Table II.
The range of scores on the Attitude Scale was zero to eleven,
with mean o!

6.1

(see Table

III ) .

Categoriea of this characteristic

used in ana:Qrsis were a moderate or neutral attitu<W, scores five to

l:r.u comparison, the mean r-s core !or the five hundred fa.rmers in
the Spitze-Romana study was 7 . S out of a possible 201 rlth a range of
zero to twent7. Romans , �· eit . , P• 167 .
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seven; attitude favoring credit use, s cores zero to f'ourJ and attitude
opposing credit uae1 scores eight or more .
TABlE II
SCORES OF A SELECTED GROUP OF �OXVILLE WOMEN

ON CONSUMER

·
CREDIT KNCWIEDGE TEST, 1960*:

x-soore

3
4
s
6
7
8
9
10
11

luiber

14

Wo.u.

1
2
4
6

IDir

11

Moderate

8
10

lJ
8
6
9
9

12

lJ

of

High

15
16
17
18
19

5
2

3

2
1

Total

100

*Fossible score, 24.
The results of the computation of use scores (see pages 34-35)
showed that thirty-nine of the respondents scored zero; that is1 they
had used no credit of the type considered in this stud;y during the
previous 7ear.

It might be noted here that thirty-day charge accounts,

on which no interest is paid, and real estate loans were excluded.
The mean use score,

much

af'feeted by this large number of non-users,
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TABIE m
SCCRES OF A SELECTID GROUP OF KNOXVILlE WOMEN

ON CONSUMER CREDIT

Attitude Score

0
1
2

3
4
5
6

ATTITUDE SCALE, 1960

lullber of Women

1
2
1

Favoring

3

7
18
28
20
14

Moderate

7

8
9

Against

3

1
2

10
11
Total

was

1. 71.

was

2.8.

Ot the si:x'ty-one who had used

100

credit,

the mean use score

The low-use group was defined a s those having a zero s core

and the higb-u•e group as those scoring three or more .

The distribu-

tion of use scores follows :
Credit Use Score

Number ot Women

39

0

3

17
18
10

5
6

2

1
2

5
4

4

4

7

1

8

The rate scores , representing the interest rates paid by the
respondents

( see

pages

35-36 ) ,

were high.

To many of these credit users

40
who thought they were paying "the standard 6 per cent , " they would be
shocking]¥ high.

-

The range was from u. S per cent

a mean of 15.32 per cent.
mode

the

Dl

comparison, a median of

reported in Consumer Instalment Credit, Part

cars

and

other types

of

-

32 per cent, with

The median rate score was 13..$' per cent, and

was 12 per eent .

all on new cars, loans for

to

which

IV,

U

per cent was

but these loans were

are consistent]¥ lower than for used

loans . 2

In the present atudy the high-rate group was defined as the upper
20 per cent, or those paying 18 per cent interest or more , while the low
rate group paid 12 per cent

or

(Due to the large number in the

leas.

12 per cent categoey, this latter group was 30 per eent
The

distribution of rate scores is shown
TABLE

in

Table

of

IV.

IV

:m'I'mEST RATES PAID BY A. SEIECTID GROUP OF KNOXVILlE

WO:MEN ON CONSUMER
Rate Score (in per

CREDIT

USED 1 1960

cent) lfullbar

u.s
12
13
.s

1
23

7

�

2

2

8

�

2
2
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
1

16.S
17
18

20
21
22
24
26
29
32
2CoDBWI8r Instalment Credit,

of W'OBlen

Pt.

IV, op .

�. ,

P• 4.

the total. )

B. HYPOTHESIS lt RElATION OF .KNOIILEDGE AND
cREDIT USE, RATE, AND ATTITUDE
The first hypothesis to be tested in this stuctr stated that
levels of' credit knowledge are not associated with (a) extent of' use
of' credit , (b ) interest rates paid1 or (c) attitudes regarding credit
use.

The chief tools used in analYzing the data were the Pearson product

moment correlation coefficient, the

!

test .f'or significance of' difference

between a sample mean and the population mean using .f'ormula3
t
and the

!

=

1 -•
•

.;n
test .f'or significance of difference between two sample

means using .f'ormnla4

In

these formulas I

the
the
s 2: the
s = the
n 11:: the

A

=

=

sample mean o.f' the raw scores 1
population mean,
variance o.f' the sample scores,
standard deviation of' the sample scores , and
number of' respondents in the suple.

aypothesis la can be accepted.

There seems to be no consistent

relationship between the level of' knowledge and the extent of' credit
use.

The correlation coefficient

of

.o6 was of' no significance .

The

mean use scores of' the high knowledge group and the low-K group were
2.2 7 and 1.58 1 respectively, the dif.f'erence of' .69 not being significant.

3nixon, 'Wil.f'rid J. 1 and Frank J. Massey1 Jr . 1 Introduction to statis
� Analysis (New York & McGraw-Hill Book Company, !he. , 1957), p:-n;:-"
4lbid. , P• 121.
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Likewise , when the high-use group and the lcnr-use group were compared
as to knowledge,
difference of

mean

.4.

Ir-scores were

10.6

and

10 . 2

lri.th an insignificant

It is interesting to note, however, that these dif

ferences , though not statisticallY significant at a recognised level,
were all in the same direction, 1ri.th those possessing higher knowledge
This tendency also held in most

being the greater users of credit .

cases when attitude was constant and when age was constant.
One might speculate about the reasons for the above tendency
if it is not chance .

Is i t that those with greater understanding of

credit are less afraid to use it
as a result of its use?

or

see greater benefits to thems elves

Or do those who happen to choose to use

greater amounts of credit increase their knowledge because of the
experience?
Hypothesis lb can be rejected since there was a relationship
discernible between high knowledge and lcnrer interest rates .
high rate group , with mean X-score of
lation mean of

10.44

at the

5

8.46,

The

differed from the popu

per cent level of significance.

When

the high-X and lcnr-:rr groups were compared as to rates paid, the
scores were

13.8

difference of

per cent and

3. 7

17 .5

per cent, respective�, and this

per cent was significant at the

2

per cent level.

The correlation coefficient was not statistical� significant, but
the relation was in the

same

direction as the measures above .

When

attitude was held constant in the moderate or neutral range, the
high-K and lcnr-:rr groups still showed a difference of

2.6

per cent

in rate scores, with 14.5 per cent and 17.1 per cent, respective:q-,
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but this difference was not great enough to be significant at a recog
nized level.
This relationship of high lalCJWledge and lower interest rates was
also reported by R. G. Spitse in his study of five hundred Tenne ssee
farmers .

"The knowledge scores for those farmers paying the lower

interest ratee were subetantially higher than for those paying the
highest rates . •S
H;ypotheaia lc can be accepted; 1. e. , knowledge levels and atti
tudes regarding credit show no aignificant relationship .
tion coefficient of -.08 is of no significance , and the

The correla
mean

attitude

score of the high-K and low-K groups showed only .2 difference.
mean

and

The

K-aoores of those favoring oredit and those in opposition, 11.2

9.0

respectively, showed no si gnificant difference .

Likewise, the

mean K-scores ot those with moderate attitudes and those with extreme
attitudee , 10.71 and
ference.

9.91

respectively, revealed no significant dif

Here again, though, the differences were all in the same

direction with higher knowledge being associated with attitudes
favoring credit.
It is also interesting to note that the lmr-K group tended to
hold more extreme attitudes (in both directions ) than the high-K
group, producing a

mean

about the same, as indicated above.

This is

shown in the nrianees of the two groups, which were 1&. tor the high-K
and 6.17 tor the lmr-L

A similar relationship was found between

SR.G. Spitze, !2• cit. , P• 43.

attitude

and

education, with 40 per cent of the low-education group

holding extreme attitudes either
per cent of

the

tor

or against credit while on� 23
The

high-education group fell into these categories.

mean A-scores of' the two groups were about the same (6.28 and 6.0) .
Romans also reported that "little variation

in

attitudes could be ex

plained by educational attainmen t. •6
c. HYPOTHESIS

2 : REIATION OF !NOILPDGE AND SELECTID

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE lfatEN

The second }qpothesis

to

be tested in this study stated that

levels of' credit lmowledge are not a•soeiated with (a) general educa
tional lenl, (b ) socioecmomio status 1 (c) number

(d) gaintul e11plopaent (uount and type ) ,
tive fuiq pl.amling

in

of'

years

lll.lT

iecl,

and (e) degree ot coopera

the use of credit.

Hypothesis 2a IIIUSt be rejected. A correlation coefficient ot
.51 betweea eredit knowledge and educational level was signiticant well

beyond the 1 per cent level, showing a positive relationship between
high-� and higher educational levels.

The high-][ and low-][ groups had

mean educational levels of 3 .4 and 4.8 respective�, the difference of
1.4 being significant beyond the 1 per cent level.

(As indicated

earlier, higher educational levels bear the lower acoree . ) When )[-scores
were compared far those with education below high school graduation

and

those having two or more years of college, the scores of 8 . 1 and 12 . 1

6aomans ,

� · cit ., P• 67.
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showed a difference with a aignitioance level well beyond l per cent.
This relationship was also found b;y R. G. Spitze.

His data sh01r

increasing mean (-scores from .S.l to 14. 3 as educational levels pro
gress from o-3 years o.f' schooling completed to college degrees. 7
Hypothesis 2b DN.st also be rejected.

The correlation coeffi

cient of' .32 was signi.f'ieant at the l per cent level indicating a
positive relationship between high leveb of' credit knowledge and
higher social statua.

The mean Jr-a core of' the combined upper and

upper-middle social classes was twelve , whi le that o.f' the two lo1rest

groups was nine .
level.

The dit.f'erenoe was significant at the l per cent

This, of course, uy be influenced b;y the fact that social

statu• is part1al.l7 determined b;y educational level.
Hypothesis 2c can be accepted.
5-scorea and n'Wiber of years
level.

marr ied

The correlation coefficient .f'or

was -.09, .f'ar from a significant

A slight positive correlation between lmmrledge and age was

noted (. 17 ) , with a aigni!'ieance level between 5 and lO per cent.

'!he

relation showed the younger ages to be aasociated with higher knowledge
levels.

This could be related to educational levels since the younger

groups tend to bave higher education.

When the mean Jr-acore of those

under thirt7 years o.f' age (11.4) was compared with that of those fifty
and over (9.4), the difference was significant at the 5 per cent level.
Again the ;younger group had greater knowledge.

diction to Rouns ' finding a

7R.G. Spitze , �· cit . , P• 32.

This is in contra
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Age appeared to have Yery little e!.fect, direct or indirect, on
.farmers ' knOW"ledge o.f credit sources. llhat little it did haTe
was positive in that older .farmers had tlight� more awareness
o.t credit sources than younger .farmers . �

H)pothesis 2d

can

be accepted as regards number of years of

gaintul employment s:i.o.ca the correlation coefficient was an inaignif'i
cant .07 1 but regarding type of a.plo1J18Dt, the results were othenrise.
A slight difference in mean K-score (. $ ) was noted between those who

had worked and those who had had no work u:perience outside the home,
but the significance level was low, not quite 10 per cent.

However,

when the mean !'-score o.f those in occupational types one to three was
compared with that o.f those in ocau.pational types .five and six (see
page 23) , the difference was significant be.yond the 1 per cent level.
The scores were 11 .9 and 8, respective�.

Since the t,ype of occupation

one engages in is elose:q related to his educational level, it is possi
ble that this difference can be explained by' the difference in education.
Hypothesis 2e

can

be acceptedJ i.e . , there was no constant rela-

tionship between knowledge and cooperative planning in the use
income.

o.f

.fami�

The mean K-score for the women whose husbands made the de1tems

17 1

18, and 19 in the questionnaire ) was 10.25, while that of the women

who

cisians (those who

ered "husband alone" to one or more of

answ

.

.

participated in the decisims was 10.8, the difference being .far
significant.

.from

It might be noted here that o.f the fort7-one li'rlng with

husbands and using credit during the previous year 1 twenty-one had
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participated in decisions regarding its use.

Similarl1; Wolgast found

that "both husbands and wives most .frequent]¥ report that each of the
functions

[ regarding handling

of money]

•

•

•

is a joint endeavor. •
�

She further states that "where this is not so1 the wife is somewhat
more likely than the husband to assume the major role , • 9 while the
�

present study foand
decisions : whether

the

to

husband alone

maldng

one

ar

more of the !ol.lcnr1ng

buy items o! large expenditure, whether to use

cash or credit, or what source of credit to use .
D. SOME OTHER RElATIONSHIPS ANALYZED

Some other relationships not mentioned in the hlPotheees were
alao tested.

A cauparison o! rate scores was made !or the group which

participated in credit deeisiOl'UI and the group which did not.
participating group had a mean rate score o! 14.14 per cent .

The
For those

women whose husbands decided which source o! credit to use (itea 19 in
questionnaire) , the mean rate score was 13.8 7 per cent.

When the bus-

band alone decided both whether to use credit or pay cash

and the

credit source, the mean rate score was 13. 2 per cent.

the husband

also decided whether
per cent.

to

If

make the purchase, the mean rate score was l5.o6

These relationships were neither consistent nor significant.

SUch results could not logically lead one to conclude that co
operative planning among famil,y members regarding the use of credit is
an

umrise procedure.

As noted above, the K-s cores

ot

the women whose

�zabeth H. Wolgast, "Do Husbands or Wives Make Purchasing De
cisions?" Journal of Marketing, 23 :157 , October, 1958 .
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husbands made the decisions were not significant� different from those
who participated in the decisions .

Hence, one might suppose that the;y

could have been reasonable participants, and the possibilit;y exists
that the decisions could have been ilaproved thereb;y, far as Wolgast
found, "such differences as do appear between husbands ' and wives•
plans suggest that the wives ' plans are slight� better thought out
than the husbands ' • • 10

If

the

Ir-s corea of the husbands were known,

some more def'inite conclusions lllight be drawn.
In this connection, it is interesting to note that the women

who were not lirlng with husbands (were either widcnred, divorced, or
bad never been married) had a
difference from the

mean

mean

rate score of 18�07 per cent, a

of' those with husbands

is significant well beyond the

1

per cent level.

(1.4.07 per cent) which
The

mean

K-score of

those li'Yillg alone was 10.26 as compared to 10 .52 for those with hus
bands .

One might then speculate as to whether this higher interest

rate was cll e to the lack of a husband' s counsel, a lack of s ecurit;y and
acco� higher risk to the lender, or to some other cause.

An examination was made of the relationship of attitudes and
credit use, and a significant correlation (-.31, 1 per cent level) was
found between attitudes favoring credit and high credit use .

The

mean

use score of the credit-favoring gr-oup (2.93) and the credit-opposing
group (1. 73) also showed a difference which is significant be;yond the

$ per cent level.
lOibid . , P• 1$8 •
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It was thought that women who were .forced

to

lll8!lage their own

.financial affairs might have greater knowledge of credit than those who
could depend upon their husbands for help,
slight, and

in

the other direction.

but

the difference was very

mean X-acore of' the women who

The

were living with their husbands was 10.52 while that

o.f the

wanen

lirlng alone was 10.26.
To check the suggestion that older persons are more opposed to
credit, age and attitude were correlated.

The coefficient was in the

direction suggested but far .from a significant level.
rw

Slight

support

the euggestion was found when the 11.favor1ng• and •opposing" atti

tude groups were compared as

to

age

and

the latter showed a mean age

five y-ears older, but this difference waa still of
cance (20 per cent level) .

Since attitude

and

veq low

signifi

use were .found to be

highq correlated, the comparison of age and use is of interest here.
The under-thirt7 group had a mean use score of 1. 95 while the fifty-
and-over group scored 1.08 .

This difference was o.f verr

lcnr

signi.f'i

cance (about 15 per cent 189'el) , but other studies have also reported
greater use by- y-ounger age gr �ps, e.g. , Kobcak. ll

In the present

study, the use score of' the thirt)" to fort;r-nine age group .fell between
the otJter two at 1.89.

Jratona

also reported decreasing use of instal

ment buying with increasing age .

His data shall'ed that 52 per cent of

those lll'Jder t.hir't7-four had made instalment purchases, while onq 19
per cent of the 55-64 age group and 1 per cent of those over sixty-tive

ll)D)boak, ££•

�· ,

P•

34.

had done so .

His data were based on •representative urban samples, ex

clusive of aelf-employed people . • l2
�

When

mean

rate s cores were computed for the three age groups,

it was found that the under-thirty" and the fifty-and-over groups paid
about the same rate, 17.84 per cent and 17. 7S per cent, but the thirty

to forty-nine age group paid on:cy- 1.3. 7 per cent.

The difference be-

tween this group • s rate and that of the combined younger and older
groups was significant beyond the 1 p er cent level.

Perhaps the

greater security possessed by this middle-age group enables them

to

obtain low risk, and consequentq lower rate, loans .
An examination of the data regarding home ec onomics education of

the respondants revealed no outstanding advantage for those who had had
holl8 economics courses in high school.

Comparisons were made of the

group of thirty-eight who had had two or more years of high school home
eccmoaica

had none.

(but

none in college ) with the group of twenty-nine llho had

These differences were noted a

HOM Economics Group
Yean Jr-score
1lean use

10.1

No Home Economics
9.S8
1.17

s core

Mean rate score (in per cent) 1$ .66

The slight differences in K-soores and rate

ac

ores were in favor of the

home econanica group, but they were far from significant and could be

l2 conauaer Instalment Credit,
and 476.

Pt . II,

Vol. 1, �· cit. 1

pp.

461
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accounted for by the slight:cy- higher educational level of this group .
The use score is a little higher for this group, too, but not at a
significant level.
Further ana:Q'sis of the data, with attention to individual iteJBS
of the data-gathering instruments, will be presented in the next chapter.

CHAPl'ER IV

ANAJXSIS OF THE DAT.l ( CONTnroiD)

A. ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE K-TEST
Colston
States, Inc . ,

president of the Con8WIIers

E. Warne,

in

tioD in Novemb er,

196o ,

support

Warne • s

(out or possible
items were

correct:Q"

24)

missed

by

more

The

atateaent .

four

b7 over half
than

or

sources ,

(3 )

o:t

this

in

stuCV' proTide some

answered

5� 10 , 11, 13, 16, 17, 22) .

to type or ability
varying

be

rough:Q"

neededa (1)
rates

divided

(4) to understand

into

to co:mpute

charged by credit

to comprehend some practices (other than rates charged)

credit s rurees , and

the

The answer mos t trequentJJ" given

the :r-test JBi.ght

(2) to recognise

10.44

Two-thirds of

the women, and no ita was

85 per cent.

according

interest and rate s ,

results

for the one hundred respondents .

twenty-four items

categories

United

illportant

The mean knowledge s core was

was a wrong one for seven items (nos .

The

the

said that " consume r information in the

is at low ebb . • l

Dr.

of

an address before the Illinois Home Eoonomica .lssocia

field of credit
for

Union

ot

some of the relations of govem

ment policy and conaumer credit.
The first categor.y seemed
of women.

and

Some

appeared

the most

to be trightened

made no attempt to compute .

this group correctly' was

to be

26.3.

The

difficult for

at the mere

mean mmber

or the six items

sight or

this group

figures

annering an item

in

(10, 111 12, 16, 17 , 20 ) ,

lDJ.inois Home Economics Association, Newsletter,

37 a6,

December,
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That

onl.7 one was answered correet:Q' by over half of the respondents.
one , item

!!1 involved the very simplest computationJ furthermore, the

correct anner was 6 per cent,

and

since

D11.n7

still cling

to

the "standard

-

6 per cent" as a proper rate of interest, it is possible that same who

-

were unable to compute chose that as a "reasonable• answer.

-

Even so, onq

sixty-tour answered eorrect:Q' while thirteen of the remainder answered

l2

cent, no doubt being confused by

per

the fact that twelve dollars

interest was paid on the two hundred dollars.
R . G . Spitze found that "only 8 per cent of the farmers having

loans indicated that they had ever caaputed their own rates .

Of

these,

21 per cent gave a rate in error . • 2

.!!!! B_, which required computation of interest in dollars

rather than rate, was

ered correct]¥ by forty-five .

answ

Item

� which

asked the rate charged when "150 for 30 days coats $11 • as advertised by
a loan comp&llY'1 and
creases

it

.!.!!!! _!! which required recognition that the rate in

the interest dollar cost remains the

same

llhile dawn payment

increases, were each answered correct]¥ by twenty of the women.

In

some eases a respondent was able to compute the correct rate of 24 per
cent for item 16 but was so shocked by it that she would give an answer
such as, "I got 24 per cent but I lmow that can ' t be .
panies do charge high rates thoughJ I ' ll guess
Items

lO

Those loan com

per cent."

.
!Q � !1.1 which required the knowledge that repaying a

loan in month� payments essential.J.y doubles the true annual rate

R.G . Spitze, �· cit. , P• 25.
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charged, were

answered

correct� b7 on� five and four, respective�.

Many who asked far explanations after the interview were outraged that
the lender had told them he was charging 6 per cent while really collecting about 12 per cent b7 requiring month� repayment.

On both of

these items the answer most f'requentq given (b7 sixt7-four and fort)"
nine , respective�) was 6 per cent, while about one-fifth admitted that
.

they- "didn ' t lmow. "
The second categoq, that requiring recognition ot varying rates
charged b;y credit sources 1 was apparent� the easiest for these women.
It included items
arunraring an

4, 6, 91 and 221 and in this group the mean number

item correct� was

.$2 .5.

In � 1!1

sixt;y-two of the

respondents recognized that bank rates are sometimes lower than those
of instalment dealers, but fifteen thought they were usu� higher.

In � 2,

seventy-five women lmew that loan companies have higher

finance charges than instalment retail dealers, but fifteen thought
they were about the same.

In � ,21

forty-two interviewees recognized that credit uni()ns

charge lower rates than the other lenders listed, but almost as lll&llY

(.34) thought instalment dealers were the lowest.

This error is less

serious than some or the others since some instalment dealers and some
credit unions do charge about the same rate.

Hmrever , these would be

the upper limits of the credit unions and the lOW'er limits of the instalment dealers .
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Regard:iJlg

� ��

thirty-one women recognized correctly that

the least expansive source of credit is a loan on one ' s insurance

(.34)

policy, but a greater number
charge lower rates.

thought instalment dealers would

This opinion regarding the "low• rates of ;instal

ment dealers seemed t o be one of the greatest misconceptions encountered.
Category three, concerning practices (other than rates charged)
ot credit sources, contained half the items in the test, and t he mean
number angering

an

item correctly in this group was 48 .6.

five women Imew, in �

_!,

Ei ghty

that it they tailed to meet their payments

on an instalment purchase, the merchandise would be picked up rtthout
refund of previous payments, but nine thought the dealer would give
them a cheaper model which their payments would cover.
respondents also recogniz ed, in

� ��

Eighty-five

that cash and charge customers

buying the same item pay the same price.

This was the on4 item on

which no one answered • I don' t know, • although some real.:b" did not
know, seven

ering that the cash customer would pay le s s and eight

arunr

that the charge custaner would pay a carrying charge at the end of the
month.

In � ��

forty-tour answered correctly regarding who could

borrow from a credit union, but seven erred in thinJd.ng that anyone
could secure such a loan, and others {19) thought that members had to
belong for a year before borrowing or (26) that �one recommended by
a member could obtain a loan.

In � J_,

fifty-one knew that stores

price their merchandise to cover the cost of thirty-day charge account
service , but a sizable number {22) thought they added a handling charge
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to the month:q bill or ( 17 ) that they charged extra it the bill ran
over a g1ven amount.
cn:q fi.f'teen

knew what the term "discount rate• of interest
.

(� 5) .

meant

women

Fifty-eight thought it meant that the rate would be

reduced if they repaid wi. thin ninety days , and twenty-three responded

with

"I don' t kn01r. 11

In item

13, twenty-nine respondents annered correct:q that

their payments were refunded if they could not c�lete p�t on a
layb;y item, but near q twice as JII8Il7
payments .

(56)

thought the store kept the

Since most stores operate on the polic;y that these payments

are refunded to the eustaner � demand on:lT, these women actually did
lose their payments by not asking for their refund.
In

!!.!.! .!2,1

ment that is

�

forty-six interviewees selected the correct state

included in a conditional sales contract, but f'ort7-

f'our others obvious:q did not "read the fine print• as some admitted.
Nineteen did not lm01r that they mst assume responsibility' for the mer
chandise while they are p�ing f'or it, thirteen did not lmow that they
could not sell the merchandise until the;y had made the last payment,
and twelve did not lmaw that if the;y were late in making a paymnt,

all payments became due illmediate]¥.

In .!.'!:!! M,,

fif't;y-eight women auapected that an automobile dealer

pressuring them to finance at a particular place would be getting a
ldclcback on the finance charges 1 but twent;y-twe thought the dealer
would have arrangements with a finance company to save the customer
money.
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In � _!2,

forty-seven annered correctq regarding the con

siderations influencing rates charged by banks, but twenty-two thought
the size of the loan JUde
offered was of

no

difference, fifteen thought the collateral

importance, and nine did not think the credit rating

no

of the borrower was considered.
In

.!!!! _y,

twenty-two respondents failed to recognise that the

type of lending agency affected the rate paid on an automobile 1om ,
and twent)r--one did not know that higher rates must be paid on loans
for older cars .
In

Tbirt,y-six answered correctq.

!!:!!! �,

onq thirty-three knew that a loan from a pawnbroker

need not be repaid if the borrower does not wish.
Category four had two items

(1

and

�)

of the Federal government to consumer credit.
halt of the respondents (42 and 49)
Table V

summarizes

answered

regarding the relation
Slight� less than
these items correct�.

the answers given on the entire K-test.

B. CREDIT SOURem

In order to examne the itams in the I-t est in another manner ,
those items dealing with definitions and COJIPUtatioJUJ were omitted and
the others considered according to source of loan.

In this way it

seemed that Charge account credit was best understood and credit unions
least understood of the s�ces included, as indicated belawa
Credit Source

Mean Number Correct Answers

Charge accounts
Instalment dealer•
Loan companies
�

Credit unions

68

57

51

�

43

58

TABLE
·

ANSWERS CHOSEN BY
ON

It•

J.

V

SELECTED GROUP OF KNOXVILLE WQ'MJ!2{

CONSUMER CREDIT KNClfLEOOE TEST, 1960*

a

D

0

d

e

l

0

3

9

3

2

�

7

44

16

19

l4

3

22

17

4

6

4

8

g
15

62:

8

7

5

58

3

l

23

6

12.

3
6

l

!2
15

7
8

9
7

0
42

lO

.34
64

ll

3

4l

l2

24

l3

56

15

7
13

12
�
1!2

9

l4

13

J.6
17

-

8

46
19

-

�
�
5

2

l2

8
3
4

6
31
0
16
19

20

27

lD

3

9
18

l

3

ll

9

20

l2

lO

20

23

5

24

-

15
19
25

l!

-

49
22

18

l

ll

58

8

19
20

22

l5

1!1

9
2

7

21

l4

55

22

.34
22

30
21

13
0

�

l4

18

64

23
24

�igurea

l3

lO

7
4

5
1!
�
27

represent number of· women selecting each answer .
correct answer is underlined in each instance .

ll

l3
5
l4
22
The
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The two items regarding thirl7-da.y charge accounts (items 3 and
ered correctly' b)" fifty and eighty-five, respective�.

8 ) were

answ

These items have been discussed on

page

55 .

Twent;r-one of the interviewees (or their husbands ) belonged
.

credit unions and four others were eligible tor
ot

the remainder

thea

1li th

many

such

membership, but

had never heard of a credit union.

loan companies .

to

.

Some confused

Even among members there were some who were

not sure who could be bon-mrers (� !) ,

am

four of these Dl81lbers

did not recognise their credit unions as less upensive sources or
credit

than

instalment dealer• ( item 9 ) .
-

-

or

the twenty-one members,

six had obtained credit union loans during the past year, but eleven
others had bypassed their union and used other sources of credit.
Some

of these doubtless did not realise that the union could have saved

the11 money, but others Mde such collllents as, ayes , I knmr the credit
union is cheaper, but mine requires a co-signer, and I ' d rather
higher rates than ask a friend to sign a note tor me . •

pay

The above

�

credit union loans were secured

tor

buying dentures, house improvements,

cars, and vacation. .
Banks ,

too, are rather misunderstood b;r these respondents; items

4, 19 1 and 22 were answered correct� b;y o� •ixtJ"-two, tort;r-seven,

In � !1 eight interviewees

and thirty-one women, respective�.
thought a bank loan would be

an

unreasonable

-...y to

finance a tele-

vision set because so JllUch "red tape" would be inTolved1 and another
�

eight thought banks

would

thought bank rates higher

-

not lend for such purposes.
than

instalment dealers .

Fifteen others
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As reported

on

page

$7,

less than halt of the respondents were

aware of the determinants of bank rates for personal loans

In �

(� _!2) .

221 thirty-four women again said that bank rates were higher

than instalment dealers .

Another thirty erred in favor of the ban.ka

by saying that bank rates were lower than loans on their insurance
policies.
Twenty-two of the interviewrees had used bank loans during the
paet J'8&r for the purchase of automobiles, home ilaprovements, appliances,
boats, stereo sets , and the like .

llost paid about

12

per cent.

!Dan companies seemed to be slightly better understood although
the understanding was sometimes vague as indicated in the comment men
tioned earlier 1 •I
guess 10 per cent . "

know those loan companies charge h1gh rate&J I' 11

In � ��

however , not a single respondent

checked loan c aapanies as the least e:xpensive source of credit listed.
Fourteen women overestimated the length of time usuallY allowed for
repayment of loans from such sources

(!!.!! !!) 1

and eighteen others

thought that loan companies char ged the lowest rate of the sources
listed, but three others ·made the greater error of

In

!!:.!.! ��

checking

pawnbrokers .

four interviewees thought finance charges would be less at

loan companies than at instalment dealers and fifteen others thought
thq would be about the same, but s eventy-five recognized that they
would charge more .

Nine women (or their husbands ) in this gt'"OUP had actual.ly borrowed
from loan companies during the previous year .

Some of these

about the high rates through hard experience .

As one put it, •I ' ve

bad

learned
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learned 1lf1' lesson. "

She had financed a ear, a washing machine, and a

clothes dr,yer at a loan compa� and had been especiallY incensed when
she had become able to pay off the loan and found that ear� repayment
was

not permitted.

others reacted ditferent:cy-.

mill operative, said, "ltr •

I

can

_

at

_

One widow, a retired

loan co:mpa.ny is al1raye so Dice.

a:brays get money from him when I need it-like when I wanted to

go to New Orleans to 'Visit 1lf1' daughter."

Her charges had amounted to

about 40 per cent.
The general understanding regarding instalment dealers was
slight� better than that concerning the previous� menti oned sources
of credit, although there was still

a

very prevalent notion that 1n

stalment dealers charge "the standard 6 per cent. •
15, and 22 dealt with this source.

In

� !1

Items 11 lc., 6, 9,

three women thought

these dealers would return their payments if they picked up merchandise
not paid out 1 and three

answered

•I don ' t know. "
.

But, as noted ear liar,

.

eighty-tive answered correctq and the other nine e:xpected
model in return for the payments they had made.
pointed out, the

an.n-er

a

cheaper

In itEBil 22 , as alrea�

most frequent� given was a wrong one stating

that instalment dealers were the least expensive source ot credit
listed, while actual� two other sources eh&J.tged lower rates .

again,

some

Here,

instalment dealers and some banks may charge the same

rates , but on the average instalment dealers ' rates will be higher.
The other items 1n this group have been discussed earlier in this
chapter.
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Thirty-eight of the

women

had bought at least one piece of mer

chandise on the instalment plan during the past year.

Included in

these in8talment contracts were such diverse items as ceme tery lots
and markers, silverware and jewelry, furniture and appliances, auto-

mobiles and tires , awnings and other ho:me improvements, eneyclopedias,
military" uniforu, lawn mowers , boats, and home furnishings .

The

charges ranged from 12 to 21 per cent.
Since automobile loans are a high proportion of instalment debt,

national:cy- as well as in this investigation, the source of these loans
is worth noting separately.

For all cars bought by .families represented

in the present study, the following s our ces were used1 dealer, one; bank,

For !!!! cars the

six; cr edit union, three; and loan company, seven.
sources were : dealer,

ne ( ll per cent of the total ); bank, three (33

o

per cent); and loan comp�, five (55 per cent) .

The Federal Reserve

Systu st udy sh01red these sources for new cars a dealer, 3 per cent;
bank, 4l per cent; credit union, 4 per cent; and loan ccanp&ny", 47 per
cent. 3 When income groups were ana�ed separately it was found that
the lower

income groups used loan companies co:naiderab:cy- more often and

banks less often than other groups . 4 When the data were ana:cyzed by

region, it was noted that the Southern consumers used loan companies
more often and banks less often than other regions.

Some at these dif 

ferences were as great as 15 and 20 per cent . 5
3coll8WII8r Instalment Credit, pt. IV, �·

4Ibid. ,

P•

50.

5Ibid . ' p . 51.

�. ,

p.

48 .
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In

order to test whether users ot these various types or credit

had greater kn01rledge concerning the type they bad used than bad . the
non-users , K-test answers were c ompared.

The percentage of ins talment

bUTers answering correctly those items relating to instalJDant dealers
was compared to the percentage of the entire sample interviewed.

Similar

comparisons were made for the other types or credit sources .

No differences large enough to be significant at a recognized level
were obsenad, but in all cases borrowers did show slight]3 greater
knowledge .

Likewise, the

mean

total K-score for all borrowers was

o� s light]¥ higher than far non-borrowers , 10.6 and

10.2.

Romans

found a greater difference , with borrowers scoring one to three points
higher than non-borrowers on his twenty-point kn01rledge test.6

He also

found Negroes with higher (-s cores than whites, and since their educa
tional level was lower, the higher lmowledge was attributed to greater
use of credit . 1
Twenty-nine of the interviewees answered

!!!_

to the question&

"Do you ever use insta lment credit when you could pay

of

this

cash?•

Seventeen

group said their reason was that they wished to keep an emer

gency fund in the bank:, and tour others said they would get better
service on an appliance it it were not paid for

in

cash.

Three did not

wish to disturb investments, two used instalment buyi.ng to establish a

6aoJall8 ,

�· cit . , P• l.l..h .

7Ibid. , w.

111-12 .
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credit rating or for convenience and one said it helped her keep to
her budget plan.

Iratona • s findings were similar .

He reported one

overwhelming argument in favor of instalment buyingz it would be im
possible to purchase many 1mportant things without it.

Some added that

it is a good thing to use the goods while paying tor them.

Some did

not wish to touch reserve funds or felt that instalment payments
forced them to budget caretul.l1' and save regularly.

others thought it

helped establish credit or that the7 got batter service on goods not
paid for in cash.a
When asked where the7 would seek credit for the purchase of an
appliance� fifty-three of the respondents preferred the dealer.

others

were as followa a
Oredit Source

Number of Woman

Dealer

5.3

Bank

.32

Credit union
Relative or friend
!Dan COJIIP8D7
Insurance comp�

10

2
2
1

Kost of these women gave "convenience• as the ir reason or
their reasons for preferring the dealer .
-

one

.

Tiro thought the7 would get

better service on the appliance it the dealer financed it1 and of the
nine who chose their credit source b7 «habit" some chose the dealer.
Romans

also reported that "the main attributes of dealer instalment

credit are its convenience and the creation of bargaining p01rer with

8eonsuaer Instalment Credit, Pt. II, Vol. 11 �·
and 47.3.

�· �PP• 455

of
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the seller to keep the merchandise involved in good repair.w 9

Of

the

.

thirty-eight who chose their source because thq thought it charged
ot

the lowest rate, a fft used dealer fiDanc1ng1 but 110st
borrowed from

banks

this group

Their reasons are SUJIII:IIar ized

or credit unions .

in Table VI.
TABlE

VI

REASONS FOR CHOICE OF CONSUMER CREDIT SOURCE GIV»l
BY A SElECTED GROUP OF

KNOXVILLE WOJIEN1

1960

Re&801l

Convenience (in location, procedures, etc. )
Lowest rate
Habit
Reliability- of source
Inf'luence of friend
Teru ot repayBlent
Better service on appliance
"Dealer ia fair and aboveboard• or ••
. should support our dealers•
"Bank is 110re respectable•
':'I am not; embarrassed to ask for credit
there"
"Don ' t know e.ny other source"
�I don't know"
�

In

46
38

9

4
3

2
2

2
l
l
l

6

the reasons giTell b7 farmers in the Spitze-RoJIIIJ18 study tor

choice of source tor production credit, personal rela tionships loomed
rather more important

than

in this stud;y1 perhaps due

the rural-urba.u

farmers often listed "friendliness of the personnel" as
·
their reason for seeking credit at a particular source . lO

factor.

The

to

9Romans, .!?£•
l.OJ:bid. ,

P•

�· �
172 .

P• 101 .
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"When asked where the:r would consider trying to obtain a loan it
the:r needed cash� the women responded as .f'ollOW"s a
Source

Number of Women

Bank
Relative or friend
Credit union
Insurance company
!Dan company
Don ' t lmOW'
OWn savings account

80
37

20

17
5

1

l

The:r were encouraged to indicate as man;r sources as the:r thought
Fort;r-!our women named onl.1' one source, forty-nine

the:r would consider.

mean JC-s core

name

d two sources, and onl:r seven named three or more.

and

use score were slightly higher for those who named two or more

The

sources than for those who named only one, and their mean rate score
was slightly less.

This might be compared with Romans ' finding re

garding deliberation.

In

his multivariate correlation and regression

analysis , he found that "direotq, [deliberation ] accounted !or slightly

.
more than 20 per cent of the variation in knowledge s cores . • ll Also
-

nan increase of one point on the .five point deliberation scale would
cause

an

increase of 1.6 points on the twenty-point knawledge scale . n l2

He also reported that Ubig� deliberative farmers paid lower interest
charges than farmers

with

little deliberation.• l3
-

The respondents of the present stu� were also asked which of
the sources the:r had considered would be the one most likely to be used
to

secure needed cash .
llibid. J p. 108 .

The results are shown belowa

12�. ,

P•

108 .

l3Ibid., P• 127 .
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Source

Number ot Women

�

Relative or friend
Credit union
Insurance coJIIP&D7
!Dan colllp&ll7
Own savings ac count
Don • t lmow

$4

26

l4

3
1
1
1

It is interesting to note here that tort7-two of Romans '
respondents knew no source . 14
These choices and the reasons behind them are doubtless

in-

fluenced b7 both the knawledge and the attitudes of the respondents .
The latter

will

b e considered in the next section.

C.

ITEM

ANALYSIS OF

THE ATTITUDE

SCAlE

It a general statement re garding attitude were required from
this stud;y, it might be that the respondents do not see the use ot
credit as a

mark

of either a good or a poor home manager, that thaT

are alightq mare opposed than in favor ot credit but accept it

in

the

case ot nece ssities while being much opposed to the purchase ot
"luxuries" Without cash, that credit

is

convenient though coatq, and

-

that while it is not a moral issue , people are using credit too much.
Two-thirds of the interrt.ewees s cored in the moderate range
(five to seven) on the combined attitude scales, while twenty" seemed

to

oppose credit use (scoring eight to eleven} , and fourte en were in

favor of it (scoring four or less } .
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Clle

credit t

question in the Spitze-RoJBBJls atuey- dealt w1. th consumer

"Do

you believe

that

a farmer is justU'ied in using con sumer

.

creditJ that is1 should a farmer borrow money for things to be used in
the home ?"

Forty--five per cent of the farmers answered !!!, or a quali

fied !!!1 indicating willingness to use such credit und.er certain cir
cumstances

it'

no mortgage were involved. lS

Items 3 1 4, 61 and 10 (see Appendix D) might be thought of as
dealhlg with "luxur ies , " while items 21 141 and lS are concerned with
goods and services more generally considered •necessar.r" for modern
11ving.

.

.

For the lWDlry i tams , the use of credit was condemned by 61

per cent, 91 per cent, 56 per cent, and as per cent of the respondents ,
respectivelf.

For the more necessary items, credit use was favored b,y

89 per cent, 81 per cent, and

90

per cent.

(See also tile discussion

under item 4 on page 70. )
� four of the women agreed with the statement in item 1,
-

-

that ausing credit is morallf wrong unless necessar.y to save life,•
and three were undecided or neutral.

.

Of the four who agreed, thre e

had a zero use score 1 but the fourth, having bought clothing and an
automobile on credit, scored five.
statement she agreed with
inconsistent.

else her thoughts and actions were quite

The use scores .tor the neutral respondents were zero or

one.

15Jbid. ,

ar

She apparentq misunderstood the

P•

78.
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Katona reported

U

per cent opposed to borrowing on moral

grounds, l6 and Romans found lees
is surprie:i.ng and may

be

2 per cent. l7

than

This difference

due partly to a difference in the wording of

the questions on which the analysis was based.
Eighty-nine of the interviewees agreed that buying on time is
all right for necessities (1!!! !) •

Katona found 51 per cent of his

respondents sqing that "it ' s a good idea to buy things on the instal
ment plan"
bad idea. "
in middle

in

August 1956, and only 33 per cent saying that "it' s a

Higher per centages favoring instalment buying were found
income groups (14000 to $10,000 ) and lower percentages

in

the upper and lower income brackats . l8
Many commented that food, though a necessity, should not be

bought on credit •because cash stores are so
if

the scale were used again,

much

cheaper. •

Perhaps

� should be eliminated from this item.

Only two of the women reported buying

any

substantial amount of their

food on credit, but nineteen had bought clothing on revolving charge
accounts, and fifteen had bought appliances using credit.

Eleven of

these had been financed by the dealers, three by banks, and one by a
loan company.

Ranges , refrigerators, laundry equipment, sewing

machines , vacuum cleaners, and

lawn

l6eonsumer Instalment Credit ,
17ROJI&l'ls, .2f.• �· �

P•

mowers were included.

pt. n,

Vol. 11 �· �· ,

pt. n,

Vol. 1, .2f.• £!!. 1pp, 454

P•

455 .

75 .

16eonsumer Jnstalment Credit,
and 47 2 .
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In the Illinois stud1', Ferber reported that 23 per cent of major
clothing purchases were made with use of credit and

43

per cent ot

appliances were so purchased. l9
Sixty-one women agreed

with � _l'1

"If you don ' t have cash far

new clothes or a new washing •chine, use the old ones until you do. "
Their

Five remained neutral on this point, but thirty-four disagreed.
action in this regard is discussed above .

Ninety-one women disagreed with the use of "Vacation now-Pay'
later" plans in

� !!1

.

while five agreed and tour were neutral.

.

checked the "strcmgly disagree• column,

and

1laiJT

comments such as , •u you

can ' t pay tor a vacation, better stay at home , " were .frequent.

Three

.

persons had actually borrowed for a vacation trip , but these were not
Perhaps it i t had

among the five who had agreed with the statement .
read "Vacation nar-Pq later" plans may be used

•

•

•

rather than that

such plan s sh ould be used, these persons wruld have agreed.

Those who

agreed nth the statement had coDI!lented, "Yes , a person needs a vacation . •

.

It might be that those families had never had a �cation trip

.

and felt the need strongly- enough to warrant the use of credit.
Credit use for other recreation besides vacations was also reported.

Two had purchased boats for recreational purposes , and nine

others · had used credit for television sets ( or tubes ) and stereo which
might also be considered recreational.

The mean attitude s core for

these eleven and the three who borrowed tor vacation trips was

19rerber,

�·

cit. , P•

17.

4.42,
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as compared with the population mean of 6.1.

This difference is sig-

nificant beyond the 1 per cent level.
Seventy-eight of the respondents disagreed with the statement
law

that "people with

and

JIIBll7

incomes

ot afford to use credit" (� 2) 1

cann

added the comment, "The;r • re the ones who have to."

recognized that families with limited incomes !light

need

Seventeen

other goods

and services more than credit services and agreed with the statement,
while five remained undecided or neutral.

Item �
a TV,

"If

you can• t afford something your family

wants,

like

use credii to get it, " brought forth more difference of opinion.

Fifty-six disagreed1 saying, "You can do without
can •t afford it1 you •d better not tr,y

to

TV, •

or 11No 1

if

you

buy it. " Thirty-eight agreed

and six were neutral. As alrea� indica ted, nine had actually bought
television sets or stereo,

six of

these having been financed

by the

dealer, and thre e by bank&.
Items

1� g, and

JJ were designed to see whether the women

thought the use of credit indicated good or poor •nagement.

Disagree

ments by ninety, seventy-eight, and eighty-aix1 respectively, show
that th� did not associate such use with either .
"No, good

mana

gers don • t necessari6f use lots of aredit1 11 or "Families

who use credit may be poorq
depends on

Some remarked1

lUil&

ged, but they aren ' t aliays , w or •It

� they use the credit . " Romans reported that •38.8 per

cent of the farmers thought non-borrowers were better

mana

gers1 23 per

cent th011ght borrowers were , and 35 per cent thought that either one
may be the better

mana

ger, depending on the circumstances. w 20

20aomans , �· cit. ,

P•

76.

or course 1
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this

was

production credit, and the views might have been different

for consumer credit.
Eighty-nine interrle1rees thought credit cards were an illportant
convenience for consumers

(!:!! �) .

Five were neutral on this point,

and of the six who disagreed, same said, "They encourage you to spend

too IIUch.. •

.

Eighty-seven of the women thought "too
mch credit non.days "

(� ,2) .

I. )

In order

used, see Chapter

.

(For
to

.

many people are using too

actual amount of credit

now

being

test whether the remaining thirteen

(six who disagreed and seven who were neutral) had used credit more than
the rest, the
tion mean.

1. 71,

mean

This

use s core of this gr.-oup was compared with the popula

mean

of

but the difference

1.84
was

was higher than the population mean

far from. significant.

Eighty-five respondents disagreed with
point in driving an old

.!!!! 10

to

�

better

� g,

to pay

cash

Some

Nine agreed and

seventeen of these families had actually borrowed

a car during the past year, nine of

In

that •there is no

car when you can get a new one on time . •

re•rked, "There might be a tremendous point in itl "
six were neutral.

of

thea

purchasing new cars .

ninety-two women agreed that • it is nearq allra;ys

than to buy on time . •

.

Of the four who disagreed

and the four who were neutral, some rearked, lll'ell, not al:lraya; you
can get better service on appliances if

th6,y aren ' t paid for , " or

"SUre, it you have it, but it ' s not al.lrqs best to wait that long for
something you need . "
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Education seemed to be considered

a

•neceseit,. b,y this group
.

.

s ince

eight7-one agreed

with � _!!,

that •it is wise to go into debt
.

if necess&ry" to giTe children a good education. •

However, not one

fami� had borrowed for this purpose although eleTen had childran

(17

college age

21)

and ten of these had agreed with the item, one

Qle had secured a loan for the education of the hu8-

being neutral.
band.

to

.l few of the nine who disagreed said, "ThaT can work their way

through. "

One of the neutral ten coaented, "It depends on the child.

.

I don ' t

.

think

mine are smart enough to need college. "

Housing

was

another fam� need for which eredit was

missible b,y this group.

Ninet7 women disagreed.

"families who rent until thq
those who buy
paying rent

with

was

mortgages . •

can

with � .;21

buy a home for cash

Maey of

"pouring money down the

them

deemed

with

this item and

are 'Wiser than

seemed t o feel that

drain, " or that

the7 wished

in Table vn .

to

Six

four were undecided or neutral.

The responses of the intervisees to the Attitude Scale are
8WI89.r ized

per

that

bu7 a home while they were young in spite of the interest coat.
agreed

of
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TABlE

VIr

RESPONSES OF A SELECTED GROUP 01 KNOXVILLE WOMEN TO
OF ATTITUDE

(.b

Ita
Iadioated. in

SCALE

.

ITEilS

.

REG&RDING CONSUMER CREDIT, 1960

.&pp•dix D)

Jleutral
Agree
Dingree
(l u a b e r e f W o a e n )

1

4

93

3

2

89

5

6

3

61

�

5

4

5

91

4

5

17

78

5

6

38

56

6

7

5

90

5

8

89

6

5

9

87

6

7

10

9

85

6

11

92

4

4

12

12

78

10

13

7

86

7

14

81

9

10

15

6

90

4

CHAPTER V

DIPLICATIOOS
w.w.

FOR ADULT EDUCATION

Pate, writing in Adult Leadership, said that •adult educa

tion in economics is probab:cy more lacking than in other areas of
dai� living. a l The results of this stu� would help substantiate
aDd

his claim,

the implications for adult education are fair]¥ clear.

:rfaey people are using credit (61 per cent in this study) 1 and women are

participating in decisions regarding its use .

Thirt,y-one per cent were

living alone, and of the sixt;y-nine with husbands , forty-five helped

decide whether to use credit and thirty-two helped decide which credit
source

to

use .

Their knowledge regarding consumer credit is meager;

the mean Ir-score was 10.44 out or a possible 24.

Increased knowledge

results in wiser use o£ eredit as measured by interest rates paid ( see
page 42 ) .
The probleu far adult education, then, are how to provide
opportunities for wanen to increase their knowledge

and

how

to

raoti

vate some to want more knowledge, since one-third of these respondents
annered No

to

questiomaire item thirt7-nine :

"1£

you had more ,knatrl-

�

edge of credit than you nair have, would it be
Of

of &1\1

advantage to you?•

this group who indicated no desire for more knOW'ledge of credit,

twenty-two were participating with their husbands in decision8 regarding
its use, and eleven others were making such decisions alone .

Their

mean K-score was about the same as the mean for the entire group.

4r.w. Pate, •Economic Misconceptions , " Adult Leadership, 7 alOl,
October, 1958 .
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01'

the interview-ees in this s tudy, si.xty-six expressed the

feeling that more lmowledge of credit would be of some advantage to
them.

Two-thirds thought increased knowledge would enable them to

choose credit sources more wisely or to save money.
are

Their reasons

rized in Table VIII .

summa

T!BIE VITI
RFASC!lS GIVEN BY i SELECTED GROUP OF KNOXVILLE WOMEN FOR
DESIRlNG MORE KNCJILEDClE OF CONSUliER

CREDIT,

1960

Could choose credit sources more wise�

27

Might save money

lJ

Could understand rates being charged

9

Any knowledge is valuable

9

Might need more knowledge if circumstances changed (i.e. ,
get married, husband change job, be left widow, etc . )

9

Might manage better or get dis counts !or cash if understood the whole matter

S

Could understand terms used, eto.

3

Could advise ·others or understand their problema

2

Jiight use leas oredit

3

ltlght use more credit

1

Would !eel more secure

1

I don ' t lmow

6
(Total not 100 since some gave several reasons
and some did not wish more knowledge }
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In

the l!'llgelbrecht stud;y 1 nineteen of the tlrent;y-one homemakers

felt no need for, or axpressed little confidence

in,

"outside• sources

of information in at least one of the thirteen homemaking subject areas.
lloney management was second o� to tilDe and energy management in number

of times mentioned, with eleven homemakers unconcerned about need for
help in this area. 2
The

respondents were also asked, in the present stu�1 where

tbe;y thought they might get more consumer credit knowledge.

About

hal! of them (49 ) seemed to have no idea where to turn for help.

Hence, part of the job of adult education is to publicize programs
a"Tailable to

ch women.

su

Those who did have some ideas concerning

soUJ:"ces of inforation mentioned those sources shown in Table IX.
Engelbrecht ' s homemakers mentioned twent;y-seven sources for all areas
.

of homemaldng with magazines leading the list 1 followed by friends ,

books, specialists, dealers, cookb ooks, commercial bulletins, government
bulletins, nnspaper articles, and

Near the close

of the

husbanda . 3

interview with the Xboxville wauen a

series of questions regarding possible sources of information was
asked (see Appendix F 1 items 41 to 49 ) .

The respondents were asked to

answer No to the questions unless they felt rather sure that the;y could
and would JB&ke the necessary effort to make actual use

mentioned.

The responses are gi"Ten in Table X.

2EDgelbrecht, �·

3lbid. ,

P•

5o .

�. , p. 74.

of

the sources
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TABLE IX
POSSIB LE SOURCES OF CONSUMER CREDIT lNFOID.fATION MENTIONED
BY A

�TED GROUP

OF :KNOXVILlE

WOMEN, 1960

Sources of Information
Credit agencies

Number of Women

( especial.]Jr banks )

18

Books or libraries

17

Courses at the Universit7 of Tennessee

13

Adult Education Center

8

llagasines

6

Better Business Bureau
Neighbors and friends or relative other than husband

4

Husband

3

Newspapers

3

Government publications

3

Credit bureau

3

Television

1

AdTertising

1

taw,yer

1

Experience

( i.e . , try s aue sources and learn)

1

Maryville College

1

Business college

1

Correspondence courses

1

Interviewer

1

(Total not 100 since some mentioned several
sources and some could not suggest any )
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TABLE X
RESPONSES OF A SELECTED GROUP OF KNOXVILlE WOMEN TO QUESTIONS

REGlRDDlG SOURCES OF INFORMA.TIOO ON CONSUMER

n..

Ye•

CREDIT, 1960*

lladec ided**

No

Local nEnrSpapers

64

13

23

Television

5o

4

46

Book (to be purchased)

39

5

56

Radio

29***

2

69

Adult Education Center

****
19

5

76

Public lecture

19

7

74

Library

16

5

79

3

0

97

University of Tennessee

*For specific question regarding each source, see Appendix F .

**Thia category includes such anners as "probab]¥, " lty'es ,
maybe, " etc .
***Eleven ot these reported owning FM sets and thus could
receive broadcasts from the University of Tennessee station. (The
total number reporting ownership of FM sets was twenty-seven. )

****same added reservations concerning time they would be
able to attend, etc.

Bo

It would seem

from

these results that a public school adult

educator interested in this problaa would do well to include a course
in consumer credit 1 or a home management course which contained this
infornBtion, in the curriculum

ot

this should be only a beginning.

the Adult Education Center.
If

oYer three times as

many

HoweTer,
wanen

will read a series of newspaper articles on this subject as will attend
a class, then a staff

member

to write such a series.

in adult education might well be delegated

Newspaper coverage of other educational actin-

ties might also add to their effectiveness.

For exaaple, if over one

third of the women expressed willingness to btzy" and read an inexpensive
book on consumer credit, such a booth should be found1 displayed, and
made available tor purchase.

Such a display could be arranged at the

Adult Education Center and then photographed for inclusion in a newspaper account of this actiTity.
The cooperation of the public library could probab� be secured,
both to publicize their own books on this subject and to display
sell the above-mentioned book.

and

Some libraries also sponsor lectures.

Sixteen women in this study indicated a willingness to go to the
library for help, and nineteen said the;y would attend a public lecture.,
though s ame did make reservations concerning the time that the;y would

htn example of such a pamphlet is a Wallace P. Mora 1 ConsU1118r
Credit Facts tor You, Educational Pamphlet No.1, published in 1959,
available for�irt,T cents (lower rates on �antities of ten or more)
from Bureau of Business Research, Western Reserve Univarsity 1 CleTe
land 6, Chio.
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be able to attend or mentioned s ome transportation problem that would
have to be solved.
Such a public lecture or forum could be

a

joint effort of the

school, the library1 a bmlk1 and perhaps other interested institutions .

U it were well planned and presented, it might be televised for a
wider audience .
Hear� one-third of the respondents in this s tudy were interested
in a radio course, and one-half said they would regular� watch a tele-

again,

vision series on consumer credit.

Here,

is opportunit.y for

cooperation between institutions .

The adult education staff should

be able to provide information for such a series or course.

Careful

preliminary planning and publicising could insure a larger audience

than might otherwise receive the programs .
Regardless of the

manner

in which information is to be made

available, the question arises as to the content of the courses,
articles, or programs .

From observing the results of the K-test 1 one

might conclude that the first need is for some help in the arithmetic
of interest rates .

Along with this , an in8tructor might begin to

dispel the fiction of the " standard

6

per cent, n •�ow

bank

rates, •
a

and the •low rates" of instalment dealers.

It might be pointed out

that the average rate paid bT those interviewed for this s tudy was
per cent , the lowest was

in

ll.S

individual transactions .

per cent, and some paid up to

hO

1.5

per cent

With this knowledge, students might begin

a serious study of the various sources of credit available to them, the
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rates charged by each, and the reasons for different rates--sometimes
within the same agency.
Consumers need to understand the "finance charges"
to what the lender calls interest and
the real rate they are paying.

-

to

in

addition

be able to combine and compute

They need to lmow what effect the

monthly repayment plan has on the true annual interest rate, and they
need

explanations

Romans

drew

of

such terms as "discount rate"

and

"kickbacks ."

similar conclusions :

Education [for farmers) on interest rates should emphasize the
effects of interest dis counting procedures , service charges,
installment repayment plans , and cash discounts .
Farmers
should be educated on how to calculate interest rates and also
to the need to calculate interest themselves before taking a loan.5
•

•

•

Instructors might well give their students some experience with
instruments such as the conditional sales contracts used by instalment
dealers.

The importance of •reading the fine print• could be stressed

and explanations given regarding this fine print .

Students could be

encouraged to investigate the policies of stores where they exercise
layby' privileges so that payments would not be unnecessarily lost.
They might also be interested in legislation regarding consumer credit.
Wallace P. Mora challenged adult educators when he said a
1larJy instalment se llers say that customers are interested in
dollar costs but not in percentage rates. Legislative reports
show very clearly that greater interest in percentage rates
would save consumers considerable money and worry. Here is a
challenge in conSQmer education. 6

5Ro:mans , �· �. ,

P•

154.

�rs , �· �. , p . 21 .
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Even

with

additional information, however, some people

improve in their use or credit until they

can

their outlook regarding its respectability.

will not

somehow be led to change

As long as a person feels

in disgrace for needing to seek credit or feels that the lender is
doing him a favor, he

will

not shop for credit.

al8o encouraged shopping for credit

with

Robert w. Johnson

this statement 1

When consumers seek credit they need to lmow what they are bcying1
what they are paying, and they need to care enough and know
enough to shop for eredit. Cklly with proper education can con
sumers make worthwhile savings in their use of credit. 7

Th� intelligent shopping for credit is the result an educator seeks
in providing information and exper iences for students.
can hold his head high and enter a credit agency

with

When a person
the attitude

that he is doing the agency a favor by "blzying• his credit there,
then he

will be able to seek

and evaluate information from many

agencies before deciding on where he will borrow.

Hoskins and Coles

eoJIIDSnt upon the shopping aspect of credit use in their report of
credit ehargea tor automobile loans a
When all the price arrangements have been agreed upon by the
dealer, the prospective buyer may, by shopping about, be able
to secure a loan at a more advantageous rate and pay the dealer
cash. Thus he may secure a discount on the price ot the ear as
well as pay a lower finance charge than that offered by the
dealer • • • •
Almost tour-fifths of the families could have saved $8 to $439
by [shoppin� • • • 8

7aobert w. Johnson , Wlhat Cost Consumer Credit?" Journa l of
� Economics, 49 z418 , June, 1957 .

8Hoskins and Coles, 2E.• cit. , p. 40.
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Changing of attitudes canno t be accomplished quick:q., but class
discussions, exchange of views with instru ctors and fellow students .,
talks by lenders who will eJCpress this point of view, and reading
articles which present facts about consumer credit should make a
beginning .

A

Romans observes :

(

discussion of attitudes has a place in a farm credit education
program in pointing up the need for credit knowledge and in
orienting farmers • deliberative processes along desired lines .
Such a dis cus sion should limit itself to those negative attitudes
which do not appear to function for economic betterment . • • •
The conflict to epur deliberation should be created indirectly
through showing the pragmatic results of alternative actions and
through furnishing new knowledge to supple111ent existing beliefsJ
and not through attempting to indoctrinate farmers with attitudes
which are foreign to them. 9

]

This study of !hoxville woman might also have some illp lica tiona
for secondary' education.
respondents was

10.44

If the average knowledge score for these

out of a possible

24.,

and if

their

average

educational level was high school graduation, it seems reasonable to
suggest that more attention might be given in high s chool

to

interest

rate computation, comparison of rates of different credit sources ,
examination

of credit contracts ., and other topics

consumers make wiser use of credit.
people are getting

marr ied

while

which might help

Since increasing numbers of young

still in high s chool or soon after

graduation, and since the younger age groups use credit most, one
could asSUDle that knowledge of credit gained
put to rather immediate use .

9aomans .,

!?E•

cit. , pP .

in

high school might be

In Wells 1 atudy of th e financial

158-59.
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mana

gement practices of young families, she found that three-fifths of
-

-

the couples owed debts at the time of

iage and that five years

marr

.

.

later they had assumed larger debts to more numerous sourees .lO
Consumer credit information could be made available to high
school students in a variet,y of courses , e . g. , math and economics.
.

.

.

It JJB.Y be, however , that more .future wives and mothers can be reached
through the home economies courses 1 and home economists might well
give thoughtful consideration to spending less time on the skills of
sewing and eoold.ng

and

more to other illportant areas of famiq living,

such as consumer credit.

l.Oselen L. Wells 1 •Financial J&anagement Practices of Young
Families , • Journal of � Economies , 51:439,4.43 , June, 1959 .

CHAPTER
SUMMARY AND

This study was

an

VI

CONCLUSIONS

investigation of knowledge concerning consumer

credit possessed by a selected group of women, and of how their level
of knOW'ledge is related to (a ) their attitudes concerning credit, (b) the
extent to which they use credit, (c) the sources used and correapondi.Dg
interest rates paid, and (d) selected characteristics of the women.
The stu� proceeded with the following null h;ypotheses t
(1) Levels of credit lal01rledge are not associated with (a ) extent of

use of credit, (b) interest rates paid, or (c) attitudes toward
credit.
(2) The level

of

credit lm01rledge is unrelated to the woman ' s (a) general

educational level, (b ) socioeconomic level, (c) number of years
married, (d) gaintul. employment (amount and type ) , and (e) coopera
tive planning in the use of fami� income.
Certain terms , the meanings of which were crucial

to

the under

standing of the study, were definedr consumer credit, knowledge, atti
tude , nlue, and adu lt education.
A. SUMMARY OF

Related literature was reviewed.
ffiOCEDURES

The data for this study were secured by interviewing one hundred
110men, a random sample of those living within the city of !bo.rrllle,
Tenne ssee, who had attended one or more home economics classes at the
Knoxville Adult Education Center during the 1959-60 school year.
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This sa�ple was described in terms of age., marital status ., educational
level., years and types of gaintul employment, and socioeconomic status.
J.

twenty-four item la:u,.ledge test was constructed

wi.th mltiple

answer statements and validated by means of pre-tests with groups of
women and reactions from

a

An

� of faculty members .

at titude scale

was als o constructed with sixteen statements for and against credit and
a five-point scale ranging from •strong]1' agree• to •strongq disagree. •
.

.

A third instrument used in the interviews n.s a questionnaire for securing personal data and credit use information.
struments are included in the Appendices .

Copies of these in

All intervien were made

by the investigator during :May and June , 1960.
A

cr

edit use score was computed tor each subject by using her

answers to certain i tams of the questionnaire .

The rate score was the

average rate of interest paid by the respondent on the credit she had
used.

The socioeconomic status was determi.ned by

means

of JlcGuire and

White ' s revision of the Warner scale .

The kn01rledge score (X-score )

was the number of items the respondent

answ

ered correct]1'

on

the test,

and the attitude index or score was the total score obtained by counting

the agreements and disagreements of the respondent on the odd and even
scale s comprising the whole instrument .
The principal statistical tools used to test the hypotheses
were the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, the

significance of difference between a sample

mean

and the

!

test for

population

mean, and the � test tor significance of difference between two sample
means .
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B. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The K-scores ranged from three to nineteen ( out of possible
twenty-four ) , with

a

mean or

10.44

and a stan� deviation or

The range or scores on the attitude scale was zero to
mean or

6.1.

with

Regarding use of credit, thirty-nine respondents scored

zero (i.e . , no credit use ) , and
one

eleTen,

3.$3.

the

remaining respondents s cored from

to eight , with a mean use score for the entire group of 1. 71, and

a mean for the sixt;y-one who had used credit.,
ranged trom

ll.$

per cent to

32

a median or

13. $

per cent , and

2.8.

The rate scores

per cent, with a mean o:r
a

1$.32

per cent.,

mode of 12 per cent.

Hypothesis la was accepted; i.e . , there seemed to be no signifi
cant relati onship between the level of knowledge and the extent or
credit use .

It was interesting to note, however,

that

though the

differences were not statistical.q significant , they were all

in

the

same dire ction with those possessing higher knowledge being the greater
users or credit.

Attitude, on the other hand, did show

a

significant

relationship with use or credit.
Hypothesis lb was rejected.

Those with low lmowledge scores

paid significant� higher rates o:r interest than those with high
knowledge scores

( 17.$

per cent and

13.8

per cent ) .

Hypothesis lc was accepted since the differences in attitudes
of high and low knowledge groups were not statiatical.J7 signilieant.
Here, again, however, all o:r the tests used to examine these relation
ships showed differences in the same direction with higher knowledge
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being associated with attitudes favoring credit.

It was also interesting

to note that the low-K group tended to hold more extreme attitudes in
both directions than the high-K group .
HYPotheses 2a and 2b were rejectedJ those with higher educational
levels or higher socioeconomic status s cored significantly higher on the
knowledge test .
Hypothesis 2c was accepted.

The correlation between K-scores

and number of years married was near zero.

A slight posi tiva correla

tion between knowledge and a ge was noted, showing younger ages to be
associated with higher knowledge levels ,

with significance level between

five and ten per cent.
aypathesis 2d was accepted in regard to number of years of gain
ful empla,yment since this correlation was also near zero, but regarding
type of employment it was rejected.

Those in professional type occupa

tions had signi!icantlf higher mean K-scores than those in semi-skilled
and unskilled occupations.

This, of course, is related to educational

level.
HYPothesis 2e was also accepted since no consistent nor signifi
cant relationships between K-scores and extent of cooperative planning
in the use of fami]J" income were noted.

Some additional relationships not mentioned
were also tested.

in the hypotheses

No significant relationship was found between rate

scores and cooperative planning .

Women not living with husbands paid

significantly higher interest rates than those with husbands (me8D8 1

18.07 per cent and 14 .07 per cent ) , although their K-s cores were about
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.lge and attitude were correlated in the direction ot older

the same.

ages and opposition to credit , but the coefficient was far from a significant level.

The use scores decreased with increasing age, but these

differences, too, were not statisticallY significant .

The rate s cores

for the younger and older age groups were about the same , bu.t the Diddle
age group

(3o-49)

paid

An examination of the

4

per cent less , a very significant difference .

data

regarding home economies education of the

respondents revealed no outstanding advantage for those who had had
home economies courses in high school.
The item analYsis of the K-test indicated that the most difficult category of items was that concerned with interest and rate computation; the easiest, that involving recognition of varying rates
charged by credit sources.

Even

little over half of the women

in the

answered

comprehension of some practices

( other

latter group , however, onlY a
Two other categories ,

correctly.

than rates charged) of credit

s ources, and understanding s ome relations of government and consumer
credit , fell into intermediate positions regarding difficulty for the
respondents .
charges,

6

The interviewe es were inclined to underestimate rate

many still believing that most sources charge "the standard

per cent . "

-

.

Very few understood the meaning of "discount rate• or the

.

effect on true annual rate of a month:Q' re�t plan.

.

Less than half

of the respondents were aware of the provisions of conditional sales contracts or the layby policies of the stores they patronized.
the women ' s knowledge

was

rather meager .

In

short,

Two-thirds of the items were
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missed by over half of them, and no item was answered correct]J" by more
than 85 per cent.

The answer most frequent� given was a wrong one

for seven items .
When the items in the K-test were examined according to credit
sources, it was observed that credit unions seemed to be least understood by these respondents, then banks, loan companies, instalment
dealers, and laat, or best understood, charge accounts .

It was found

that users ot credit sources lalew a lightly more about them than nonusers, but the differences were not statisticall1 significant.

Near�

one-third of the interviewees said they used instalment credit when
the7 could pay cash, and their reasons were given.

OVer half of the

women preferred the dealer as a credit source when purchasing an appliance, and about one-third of them., the bank.
ences were listed.

Reasons for their prefer

For a cash loan, 54 per cent were mo st like� to go

to a bank, and most of the others would choose a relative or friend or
their credit union.
On the Attitude Scale, two-thirds of the respondents scored in

the moderate range, while twent7 (i. e . , 20 per cent) seemed to oppose
credit use and fourteen were in favor .

An item ana�sis showed that

the7 did not see the use or credit as a mark of either a good or a
poor home

mana ger,

but in general they thought people are using credit

I

too Dlllch .
wrong.

Only four, however, thought that using credit is moral.l7

Most respondents accepted the use of credit in the case ot

necessities, while many were opposed to such use for •luxuries .•
-

liked the convenience of credit even though it proved cost�.

They
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C. CONCLUSIONS
The problems far adult education implied b;r this stuey seem to
be

(1)

how to proTide opportunities for women to increase their knowl

edge of consumer credit, and

(2)

how to motivate some to want more

knowledge , since one-third did not believe additional knc:.ledge would be
of any advantage to them.

The reasons expressed b;r the other two-thirds

for wanting more information were given, and the sources where they
thought the;r might get help were listed.

Specific questions regarding

eight sources of information were asked : nf311'8papers, television, boolat
(to be purchased ) , radio, Adult Education Center cours e, pub lic lecture ,
library, and the Univerait;r of Tennessee .
almost no interest in Universit;r courses ,

The women ' s answers revealed

l5 to 20

per cent were in

terested in librar.y sour ces, lectures, and adult education courses,

30 to 40

per cent were interested in radio programs or books the;r were

willing to purchase 1 and over half of them were willing to wa teh tele
vis ion programs or read newspaper articles on consumer credit.
Suggestions were made for the content of courses, articles, and
program8 1 based

on

the results of the K-test.

Special emphasis was

placed on the need for instruction in the arithmetic of interest rates,
explanations of •finance charges , " "discount rates, • "kickbacks , • and
other terms , as well as the effect on interest rate of monthll' repayment
plana and the importance of reading and understanding the instruments
involved in credit transactions .
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The following conclusions, based on the restricted population of
women enrolled in the IQloxrllle Adult Education Center, emerge from
this stu� and seem to merit fUrther investigation &
{1) Women make or participate in DlllllY decisions regarding credit

(2)

u se .

Women ' s knowledge about consumer credit is rather meager; they even
lack knOII'ledge ot the interest they are paying for the credit they
are using.

(3 }

Those with higher educational levels have greater knowledge about
credit .

(4)

Those with greater credit knowledge pay lower rates for the credit
they use .

(5 )

The amount of credit that women use is great� influenced by their
attitude toward credit use.

(6)

Those with little knowledge tend to hold extreme attitudes , or,
to state the relationship in another wa:y-1 those with extreme atti
tudes tend to han low levels of knowledge.

(7 )

The maj ori� ot women want to learn more about credit.

(8 )

About half ot thea have no idea where to get additional inforEtion.

(9 )

The preferred wa:y-11 to get more inf'or.ation, for those women who do
bave possible sources in mind1 are newspaper articles and television
programs.
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APPENDICES

APPmDII

PRELDIINARY

INarLEDGE

A
TEST

-

50-ITEK

.A.PPEND 1X .&.

PRELIMINARY KNJWIEDGE TEST

- 50-Item

1. It

you bought the same item at a cash store and a store
accounts , you could expect to pay
(a) more at the charge account store .
(b) the same price at both stores .
(c) more at the cash store .
(d) less at the charge account store .
(• ) I don ' t know.

2.

with charge

I:t you are unable to bep up the payments on a TV set you have
bought on the instalment plaD1 the seller wi.ll most like:Q"
(a) have you arrested for tailing to meet the terms of the contract
you s igned.

(b) pick up the set and keep the payments you have made.
{c ) pick up the set and return to you the payments y-ou have made.
(d) pick up the set and give you a cheaper 110del which cos ts no
more than the payments you have made.
(e) I don ' t know.
3.

Credit unions make loans
(a) anyone .

to

(b) au;y member .
(c) anyone recommended by a member.
(d) any member who has b elonged for
(e) I don ' t lmow.

4. Stores with

a year or more.

30-da7 charge account services

handling charge to the month:Qr bill.
(b) price their merchandise to cover the cost of this service .
(e) charge for the service onlT if the mon� bill runs over a
certain amount.
(d) offer discounts to charge account customers.
(e) I don ' t know.
(a) add a

S.

-

It a friend Sll gg&sted that you borrow from a bank to buy your TV set
instead of buying it on instalment from the dealer 1 you should
consider it
(a) ridiculous because banks don ' t

lend for such purposes.
because bank raws are usuall3 higher.
( c ) good advice because bank rates are sometimes lower.
(d) unreasonable because so much •red tape " is invol'Y"ed.
(e) I don ' t know.
(b ) po or

advice
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6. Stores which otter laya1nq1 or layb;y 1 services usual]Jr
(a) make a small charge tor the service each time it is used.
(b) make a JDOderate charge the .f'irat time y-ou use it but none later.
(e) make no dir ect charge !or the service but pri ce their merchandise to cover this cost .
(d) otter discounts to layaway customers .
(e) I don' t knaw.

7.

8.

I.f' a eash customer and a 30-dq charge ac c ount customer buT a dress
at the same store, yCJU could expect
(a) the charge customer to pay a carry.l.ng charge at the end of the
aonth.
{b) the cash customer to pay leas.
{o) the charge cust omer to �Y leaa.
(d.) both to P&7 the same price.
(e ) I don' t know.

-

In CCDp&rison with instalment dealers , loan companies usual.l1' charge
.f'or making their loans
(a) more .
(b ) alightq le as .
( c ) llllch 1888 .
(ci) about t he same .
(e ) I don • t know.

9. The least upensive credit a consumer can use i s
(a) instal:aent purcha se .f'rom dealers.
(b) a bank loan.
(c) a loan .f'rom a finance or loan compa:r17.
(d) a loan on his inwrance policy.
(e) I don ' t lmow.
10. I.f'

you are told that a bank charge • a certain •discount rate• o!
interest 1 y-aa know that
.
.
(a ) the rate is reduced i.f' ;you rep� the loan within 90 daya .
(b) the rate is lower than that charged b7 most other banks.
(c) the stated rate is higher than the actual rate because ot pre
payment privileges.
{d) you Jllls t pq the total amount o.f' the inter es t at tha t ille you
secure the loan.
(e ) I d on ' t know.

U. The rate o.f' interes t charged b7 credit unions is usua lll' higher than

(a) dealers offering inatalmEilt purchaaea .
(b) none o.f' the landers mentioned hare.
(c) loan companies.
(d ) pawnbrokars.
(e ) I don•t know.
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you bU1' a $300 Nf'rigerator "on time• with a stated 6 per cent
carl7ing charge of $18 and pay off the $318 debt in twelTe equal
mont� payunts w1th no down pa1J18nt 1 you are actuallJ" paying an
interest rate of
(a) 6 per cent .
{b) aboat 9 per cent.
(c) about 12 per cent.
(d) between 18 and 24 per cent.
(e ) I don ' t know.

12. It

13•

It you. bought the above refrigerator on the same terms {nth $18
carrying charge, etc. ) except that you paid $25 cknm, :rour interest
rate would
(a) exceed the legal limit.
(b) decrease alight�.
(e) increase.
(d) remain the &81le .
(e) I don ' t kn01r.
�

l.k. It you 'brcy' a car for $2650, pq $150 down, and finance the rest at

a true &Dnual interest rate o f

aonth for 36 months,
your car?
(a) $25o.,
(b ) $375 .
(c) $500.
(4) $7SO .
(e) I don ' t know.
J.S. A. 24 per cent

;you

will

10 per cent paying about $80 per

pa:r

about haw llllch in interest on

l interest rate {including fees) charged by a

annua

loan com.pa.n;r in Tezmessee ia

(a) Ulegal.
(b) understandable because of the coats involTed in Jllld.ng small
loans.
(c ) legal but higher than mat loan co!lp8l'lies charge.
(d) about tm same as other types of lenders cl:arge.
(e ) I don ' t know.
�

16. Credit

(a)
{b)
( 0)
(d)
(e )

are
allowed to operate without license .
liceDBed by citT or county goTemments.
illegal.
chartered b.r state or federal government.
I don 't know.
unions
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17. When you buT

an item such as a range on the instalment plan, the
range is aetna� yours acc ording to the sales contract
(a ) when it i s delivered.
(b) when you make the last pap.ent.
(c) when you sign the contract.
(d) when you have paid for over halt of i t.
(e) I don' t knOIJe

18. If a relative is willing to l.ald you money to b'IV' furniture, it is

(a) illegal.
(b) a l.Jra7B legal.

(c) legal onq

U

intere st

is charged.

(d) lepl onq if prarlae of repayliSDt is signed and notarized.
(e)

19.

I

don 't

know.

If you borrowed 110ney by pawning some possession, such as a watch
or typewriter 1 you could expect the pawnbroker to lend you about
what part of the actual value of tb.e article?
( a) one-tenth.

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

one-fonrth.
one-half to three-fourths .
full va:me .
I don ' t lmaw.

20. An add-on, or open

end, clause in a sales contract which you sign
when making an insta hlant purcbaae is a danger signal to you, the
bqer, becauH
(a) interest W'ill be added to the purchase price and both mast be
paid bet ore the i tea is yours.
(b) the cost of insurance is added on so the seller can collect
troa the innrance comp&IV' if you fail to pay .
( c ) the co s t of the merchandise, the handliDg charges, etc. can
be added on to the contract attar you sign it.
(d) axvthing el.ee you bu7 at that store before -.king the final
pay11ent on this item will be added to the contract and no
item wi ll be yours until you have paid tor aU.
(e) I don ' t know.

21. Loan marks are
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

all.owed to operate without licenae .
llccsed by city or county governaents.
chartered by' state or federal government.
illegal.
I don ' t know.
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22. In deciding upon a place where ;you will tr;y to b orrow money, which

of the f ollowing would JIB tter least?
{a) trustworthiness ot the lender. .
(b) wba t you plan to do with the borrowed mone;r.
{c) costs of the loan .
{d) what would happen in case you could. not repa;y.
(e) I don't know.
23. J. balloon clause in an instalment contract is a danger signal to

the
{a)
(b )
(c)
(d)

buyer because
the last payment is much larger than the others .
the first payment is 1111 eh larger than the others.
each payment is a little larger than the one before.
the seller ' s rights are •blown up" and the buyer ' s rights made
unimportant .
(e) I don 't lmaw.

24 . If you put a suit ill layb;y and make weekly payments for a month

or so but cannot fini sh pa;ying for it 1 the store.
(a) keeps what ;you have paid.
{b) returns to ;you all ;you have paid except the service charge.
{c) keeps half and returns to ;you half of what ;you have paid.
(d) returns to ;you all but ;your d01111 payment.
(e) I don' t Jmmr.
25. It ;you have

cash to J»-7 for a major appliance and shop careful]T
for it in Jtloxville1 ;you can e:zpect to secure a discount from the
regular list price ot
(a) h5 to 50 per cent.
(b) about 2 per cent.
{c) 5 per cent.
{d) 20 to 2 5 per cent.
(e) I don ' t know.

26 .

The Federal Government
(a) exercises no control over c onsumer credit.
(b) exercises certain controls over untair practices md quanti
ties of consumer credit permitted, according to the s tate of
the national econo�.
(e) sets a ma:x:imum. interest rate tor consumer credit.
(d) determines what interest rate all agencies shall charge for
consumer credit.
(e) I don' t know.

lOS
27. In the usual sales contract whi ch you. sign when you b1)" merchandise
on the instalment plan, whidl ot the follow :in g items is not included?
(a ) You are not allowed to s ell the merchandise until yoUliave made .
the la st �nt.
(b) You must s tate that you will not be making pqments on any
other merchandise at the same time.
(c) You are required to carry fire insurance to protect tile merchan
dise while you are PB�Ying for it, or otherwi se as sume responsi
bility far damages.
(d) It you are late in making a pqment, all payments are dne
immediately.

(e) I don 't know.

28. Pawnbrokers are
(a) illegal lenders.
(b ) usual.ll" licensed by county or state .
(c ) permitted to do business wi thout license in most states.
(d) the same as loan sharks.
(e) I don ' t know .
29. A discount house
(a) sells new bu.t shodd;y merchandise at very low prices.
(b) is an undercover operation which saves its members money in
an illegal •Y•
(e) is a department store wh ich offers discounts for cash purchases .
(d) is a legitimate business selling quality me rchandi se at sub
stantial discounts.
(e ) I don ' t know.
).) . What annual interest rate is being charged b,y the loan ecanpany tbat
advertises that •$.50 tor .30 days will onll' cost you $l?tl
(a) 2 per cent .
(b ) 6 per cent.
(e) 10 per cent .
(d) 24 per cent .
( e ) I don • t kna�r.
_

·.

31. � banks in the United States are now offering a service to
consumers called charge a ccount eredi t through which
(a ) customrs borrow from the bank to pay off their charge account
bills .
(b) eustomers establish a certain amount of credit at the bank and
can then overdraw their a ccounts to that extent.
(c ) member stores accept credit coupons from the bank instead of
the usual charge account arrangement .
(d) member stores send their charge invoices to the bank and the
custcmer Jll YEI the bank at the end of the month.
(e ) I oon • t lalow.
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32.

Mos t !noxville ban ks a re now charging at least a
discount, the loan to be repai d ill equal monthly

means a true annual interest rate of
(a ) 6 per ceut .
(b) about 6.5 per cent.
(c) about 12 per cent.
(d ) about 9 per cent.
(e) I don ' t kmw.

rate of •6
payments. •

per

cent
This

33. I:t

an automobile dealer requires or pressures you to f:inance your
purchas e at a plrticular p la ce , it is most likel7 an indication
that
(a) he has arrangements with a finance company that will save you
money.
(b) he is black marketer whom you bad better s tay nay from.
(c) he has a friend in the finance busines s.
(d) he ge ts a kickback on the finance charges which will therefore
be correspondingly' higher.
(e) I don ' t know
•

.

and Fudl1' B have equal to tal fami:q incomes.
I:t Famil.7 J.
pays cash and Fami:q B uses charge accounts, inst alment plans , and
vari ous kinds of loans for almost everything, which tam� bas
more money for buying the goods and services it needs md wants?
(a) Both have the same .

34. Family A

(b ) Family A (the cash buyer ) .
( c ) Famil.1' B (the credi t buyer ).
(d) The famiq in whioh both husband and wife work.
(e) I den • t know.
�

35. I:t you

pamed s o:me p os se s sion
would expect to repay him

you
fo llolli ng
(a) $55.

amoUDts ?

and borrowed $50 fr om a pawnbroker,
at the end of. 30 days which of the

(b) $51.

(c)
(d)

(e)

$50 . 50.
$50 .
I

don ' t know.
-

loan canpall1' 1 Cash you get 1 Cash you repay monthq
, --L---=
- ----=1�
24
�1lG
�....
'"
B
,.-.-;.
m*...�.�
� l2
�
mo
os
s...
of payments repro.
s ,.-,l
!
the table at right,
$100
$ 9ol9
what rate would you pay for
$200
!$ 9 .80 $12 .65 $18 . 39
!
$.300
' $14 . 70 $18 . 98 $27 .59
their loans?
' $24. 5o $31.63 $45 . 99
(a) between .lQ and 12 per c en t.!
Moo
(b) between 16 and 24 per cent! $750
!$36. 76 $47.h5 $68 . 98
(c) between 7 and 9 per cent. ! $1000
!$49.01 $63 .27 $91. 98
(d) 6 per cent .
(e) I do n' t know.

36. According to the
schedule
duced in
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37 .

you borrow $200 at a bank and at the end of one year pay the
bank $212 1 70u. have paid interest at the annual rate of
(a) 6. per cent.
(b ) 12 per cent.
(c) 4 per cmt.
(d) 24 per cent.
(e ) I don' t know.

38 .

It you borrOW' $200 at a bank, pay the bank $12 interest at the time
you secure the loan thus receiTing $1881 then repay the balk $200
at the end of ane year, you have paid interest at the annual rate of
(a ) 6 per cent or less.
(b) between 15 and 18 per cant.
(c) between 10 and 12 per cent.
(d) between 6 and 7 per CEilt.
(e) I don' t know

It

.

39.

•

It you borrmr $200 at a bank and repay principal and :1n terest in
t'll'elve equal aon'f:.h4r pap!ents of $17.67 each, you have �&id in
terest at the annul rate of
(a) 6 per cent or less.
(b) between 15 and 18 per cent.
(c) betlreen 6 and 7 per c ent.
(d) about 12 per cent.
(e ) I don ' t know.

.

hO . Ac cording to the usual sale s contzoact for instalment buying, the

seller JJJJ:1' pick up and resell the merchandise if the bu7er fails
meet his pa;yaents. It the resale price does not cover the
u.ount due by the original buyer
(a ) the ba.yer and seller share the loss.
(b) the seller bears the loss.
(c) the court must decide who shall pq the difference.
(d) the origiD&l. bu1'er IDlBt pay the difference .
(e) I don' t know.
to

41. Automoblle loans can be obtained at varying rates of interest .

Which of the following does not affect this rate?
.
(a ) type of' lendmg agency. (b ) age and condition of car purchased.
(c) &liDunt of do11n payment an d length of repayment period.
( d) incone ot the borrower .
(e) I don ' t know.
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42. The Sel::la te is mking investigations regarding a bill concerned

with consumer credi t which will
(a ) crack down on •hi gh raters" with fines and i.Jiprisonment .
(b ) set a higher legal limit on interest rates.
(e) require •credit labeling• or statements by lenders informing
the public of true interest rates.
(d) reduc e the amount and kinds of credit available to consume rs.
(e) I don ' t know.

h3 . The above-mentioned bill is sponsored by

(a) Senator Estes Irsfauver of Tennessee .
(b ) a lobbying group representing lenders.
(e) a lobbying group representing consumers .
(d) Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois.
(e) I do n' t know.

44. The highest true

annual rate (ineJDii ng service fees ) charged b7
8Jl1' lboxville bank for a personal loan is now
(a) abaut 16 per eent.
(b) 6 per cent.
(e) between 7 and 10 per een t.
(d) about 24 per cent.
(e) I don ' � know.

45.

In deciding on rates for peracnal loans , banks cons ider all but
llhich one o! th e following?
(a) size or loan .
(b) collateral offered.
(c) age of b orrower.
(d) credit rating or borrcwer.
(e) I don' t lmow.

46. In order to belong to a eredi.t uilion which of the following is not

a requirement?
(a) You .nst P'l' a sall fee when jo ining .
(b ) You must be recommen ded by two other members before app:Q-1ng
tar aab•rship.
(e) You ID1Bt buy at least one share of the credit union stock.
(d) You lll18 t belong to the sponsoring organization.
(e) I don't knowr.

47 . The majorit;r of loans from pawnbrokers are

(a) over $100.
(b) between $50 and $100 .
{e) between $25 and tSo.
{ d) between $5 an d $10.
( e ) I don ' t know.
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48. The

time allowed :tor pqing of:t a debt to a loan company is
m.onths •
mont hs.
( c ) 90 da;ya .
( d) 30 daya .
( e ) I don ' t mw.
usua l

( a ) over 24
(b) 6 to 18

49 .l loan from a palRlbroker
( a ) need not ever be repaid if the
(b) 1111s t be repaid in .30 da;ya.
•

borrower does not wish to.

must b e repaid in 6 mouths.
(d) is repaid according to Yerbal agreem.ent between pawnbroker and
borrower.
( e ) I don' t knar.

(c)

50. Revolving checJc credit at banks

means that
a custaner can, by paying interest, overdraw his account to
the extent of the credit established.
(b) a customer can owe the bank at the end of arrr month half as
1111ch as his average balance during that month.
(o) a customer can wri te checks without charge a8 long a s hia
balance is over a certain amoUDt.
(d ) a customr can ba;r credit coupons at the bank to use in place
of checks or cash in paying his bi�.
( e ) I don' t know.

(a)
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PRELIMINARY

:KNOWLEDGE

TEST

- 35-Item

It you bought the same item at a cash store and a s tore with charge
ac counts, you crold expect to pq
(a) more at the charge account store .
.,re at the cash store .
(c) the same pr ice at both stores .
(d) less at the charge a ccount store .
(e ) I don ' t know.

(b)

2. If )"ou

are unable to keep up the payments on a TV set you have bought
on the instalment plan, the seller will aost likal.y
(a ) haYe you arrested f ar failing to meet the terms of the contract
you signed.
(b ) pick up tbe set and ke ep the payments y-ou :t.ve made.
(c) pick up the set and return to )"ou the payments you have made .
(d) pick up the set and give )"'U a cheaper model 1lh ich cos ts no
more than the p a;ymants you have made.
( e ) I don' t know.

3.

Credit unions mke
(a) &nTCile a

(b )

any-

loans

to

melber •

( c ) aD7one recommended b7 a member.
(d) any member who bas belonged for
(e) I don ' t know.

a year

or mre.

4.

Stores with .30-da;r charge a c cOWlt ser'Yicea
(a) add a handling char ge to the JIOilthq bill.
(b) pric e their merchandise to c over the cost of this service.
(c) char ge for the service only if the JD:�nth]¥ bill runs over a
certain amount •
(d) offer discounts to char ge account custoners .
( e ) I don ' t know.

5.

It

a friend suggested that y-ou borrmr from a bank to buy y-our TV set
instead of bU1ing it on inst.a lmant from the dealer , )"ou should
consider it
(a) ridiculous because banks don ' t lend for such purposes.
(b ) poor advic e beca'W!I e bank rates are usual.J¥ higher.
(c ) worth

cmsidering because bank rates are somet:imes lower.
(d) unreasonable b ecause so much •red tape" is involved.
(e) I do n' t know.
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6.

a cash customer and a 3o-d.ay oharge account cus tomer 'buy the same
dress at t he same store� you could expect
(a) the charge customer to pay a carrying charge at the end or t he

It

.m�.

\

(b ) the cash cus ta��er to pq- less.

(c) the charge customer to pay less.
(cl) both t o pay the same price.
(e )

7.

I

don't knar.

It you finance a purchase through a loan company instead or an
s tabent retail dealer, yaur finance chargea will probab q be

in

(a) more .
(b) slightq lea s.
(c) Jmah less.
(d) about the same .
(e) I don • t lmow.

8. The leut expensive credit a c onsumer can use is
( a } instalment purchase from dealers.
(b) bank loans .
(c) loan from a t:imnce or loan c ompany.
(d) loan on his insurance policy from the insurance
(•} I den • t Jmow.
·

oanpany.

you are to ld that a bank ch ar ge s a certain •discount rate• of
interest, you lmOII' that
.
(a ) the rat e is reduced it you repay the loan wi. thin 90 daya.
(b) the rate i s lower than that charged by most other banks.
(e) the stated rate is higher than the actual rate .
(d) you must pay the total amount of the interest at the ti me you
secure the loan.
(e ) I den 1 t know.

9• If

_

_

10.

11hich lmder listed below charges the lowest rate for credit?
(a) dealers ot'tering ins talment purchas e s .
(b } eredit unions •
(c) loan canpanies .
(d) pawnbrokers.
(e) I don ' t know•

11. U

.

blJY a $300 refrigerator •on time • with a stated 6 per cent
carrying charge ot $18 am pay ott the $318 debt in twelve equal
monthly pqments with no dc.n payment, you are actualq paying an
interest rate or
(a} 6 per cent.
(b) about 9 per cent.
(e) about 12 per cent.
(d) between 18 and 24 per cent.
(e ) I don' t know.
you
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12 . U you bought the above refrigerator on the same terms (with $18
carr,yin g charge ) except that you paid $25 daw.n1 your interest. rate
would
(a) decrease great�.
(b) decrease slightly.
( c ) increase .
(d) remain the same •
( e ) I den ' t knc.r.
13. It you buy a car for $2650, pay $150 down, and pay off the rest at
$80 per month for 36 mcmths 1 you will pay about hmr much in interest
on your car?
(a) $250 .
{b) $375.
(c) $5oo .
(d) $75o .
(e) I don ' t know.

-

14. J. 24 per cent financ e charge ( including interest and fees ) charged
by a loan company in Tennessee ia
(a ) illegal.
.
(b ) understandable becau se of the cost involved 1n maldng small
loans.
(o) about the same as other types of lenders charge.
(d) legal but higher than most loan companies charge.
(e) I don ' t know.

-

15. When you buy an item such as a range on the instalment plan , the
range is actua� yours according to the Ales ccntra ct
(a ) when it is delivered.
(b) when you make the last pqment.
(c) 1lh en you si gn the contract .
{d) when you have paid for over half of it.
(e) I den •t knOll' .

-

16. An add-on, or open end, clause in a sales cmtra ct which you si&n
when Eking an instalment purchase is a danger signal to you, the
buyer 1 because
(a) interest will be added to the purchase price and both Jlll st be
paid before the its is yours.
(b) the cost of insurance is added on so the seller can collect
trom the insurance company if you fail to pay.
(e) the oost of the merchandis e, the handling charges, etc. can be
added on to the contra ct after you sign it.
(d) anything else you buy at that store before DBking the fina l
payment on thiB item will be added to the contract and no item
will be yours until you have paid for all.
(e ) I don ' t know.

17 •

.1

balloon clause in an instalment contract is a danger signal to the
lml'er because
(a) the last p�at is much larger than the others .
{b) the f:irs t JBYJIISltl is much larger than the others.
( c) each payment is a little larger than the one before .
(d) the s eller ' s rights are "blown up• and the buyer ' s rights made
unimportant .
(e) I don ' t lmar .
.

18 .

If you put a suit in layb7 am make 'Qekq pa;ymants tor a month or
so bo.t cannot finish paying for it., the store
(a) keeps what 7ou have Pl :td.
(b) returns to 7ou all y(Jtl have paid except the service charge., it
an:;y.

(c) keeps half and returns to you half' ot what you have paid.
(d) retums '00 7ou all but your down p�t.
(e) I dcn • t know.
19.

It

7ou have cash to pay fo r a major appliance and shop carefu.ll;r

far it 1n Kboxville., you can eJQ)ect to secure a discount trom the
regular list price of

(a ) 45 to 50 per cent.
(b) about 2 per cent.
(c) S per cent.
(d) 20 to 25 per cent .
(e) I don't know.

20. The Federal Government
(a) exercises no contro l over cmsumer credit .
(b) exercises cC'tai.n controla over unfair pra cti ces and quantities
o:t cms llliB r credit permitted., according to the state ot the
national econoJIG"•
(c) sets a JUXimnm intereat rate for consumer credit.
(d) determine s what interest rate all agencies shall charge for
co nsumaE" credit .
(e ) I don' t knew.
21.

In the usual sales contract whioh you sign when you b1J1' Jlerchandise
on the instalment plan., which one of the foll•ing items is not
inclllied?
(a ) You are not allmred to sell the merchandise until you haTe made
the las t payment.
(b) You must state that 7ou will not be making pa,ments on a.ny
other merchandise at t he same tiM.
(c) You are requinsd to carry fire insurance to pro te ct the mer 
chandise while you are paying for it., or otherwise assume
reaponsibilitT for damages .
(d) It you are late in ll&king a payment., all payments are due
ilaediately.
(e ) I don ' t tna..
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22. What annual, or year :cy-, rate is being charged by the loan compan.y
which advertises that ..50 for 30 days will on:cy- cost you $1?•
(a) 2 per cent .
(b) 6 per cent.
(c ) lO per cent.
(d) 24 per cent.
(e) I don •t know.
._

23. Most lDloxville banks are now charging at least a •6 per cent discount
rate , the loan to be repai d in equal month]¥ p8iYJBents ." This means
a true annual interest rate of
(a} 6 per cent.
( b) about 6.5 per cent.
(c) about l2 per cent.
(d) about 9 per cent.
(e ) I don't knar.
24. It a.n· automobile dealer requires or pressures you tO finance you:r
purchase at a particular place,
it is most like ]¥ an indication
that

(a) he has arrangements
with- a finance company that Will save you
money.
(b) he is a black mrke ter whom ;you had better stay- nq from.
( o) he has a friend in the finance business.
(d) he gets a kickback on the :finance charges which Will therefore
be higher according 11'.
{ e ) I don ' t know.

2$. Fami]¥ A and F&lli ]¥ B have equal total :faai]¥ incomes. I:f Famil.¥ .l
pqs cash and Fami]¥ B uses charge accounts , instalment plan s, and
various kinds of loans :for almost everything, which fami.l¥ bas I!D re
money- for buying the goods and services it needs and wants?

(a)
(b )
(c)
(d.}
(e)

Both have the
P'ami:q A (the
Famiq B (the
The fami]¥ in
I dm •t lmow.

same .
caah bUTer) .
credi t buyer) •
which both husband and wife

wor k .

26. In dec:LcUng on rates :for personal loans, banks C(>nsider all but

which One of the toll0111. ng?
(a) size o:f loan .
(b ) co llateral offered.
(c) age of borrCII'er.
(d) credit rating o:f borrCII'e r.
(e) I don't know.

U6

27.

If you borrow $200 at a bank and at the end of one year pay the
$212 , you have paid interest a t the annual rate of
.(a) 6 per cent.

bank

(b ) 12

{c)
{d)
(e)

per cent.
4 par cent .
24 per cent.
I den • t lmmr.

-

28 .

at a bank, pay- the bank $12 interest at the time
you se cure the loan thus receiving $188 , then repay the bank $200
at. the end of one year, you have paid interest at the annual rate of
(a) 6 per cent or less.
(b ) betlrean 1.5 and 18 per cent.
( c ) betweEil 10 and 12 per cent.
(d) over 6 but les s tlBn 7 per cent.
( e ) I don't knOll'.

29.

$200 at a bank and repq pr incjpal and interest in
twelve equ.al aonthll' payments of $17 .67 each, you have paid interest
at the annual rate at
(a) 6 per cent or less.
(b ) between 1.5 and 18 par cent .
( c ) over 6 but lass than 7 per cent.
(d) 12 per cent .
( e ) I don' t know.

If you

borrmr $200

-

If you borrow

30 . According to the usual sales c ontract for instalment buyiDg, th e
seller my pick up and resell the merchandise if the bwer faila
to meet his payments. If the resale price does not co wr the
amount due by the original bwer
(a) the bayer and seller share the loss.
(b) the seller bears the loss.
(c) the court li!USt decide who shall pay the difference.
(d) the origi.Dal buyer must �y the di:f'terence.
( e ) I dm ' t know.

-

31. The usual time allOII'ed for J».Ying ott a debt to a loan canpany is

(a )

over 24 months.

(b) 6 to 18 months.
( c ) 90 days .
(d) 30 days .
(e ) I dm ' t lmmr.
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32. The Senate is making investigations regarding a bill concerned wi th
con sumer credit which will
(a ) crack down on "high rater s " with fines and illlpr isonment .
(b) set a higher legal limit on interest rates .
(c) require "credit labeling" or sttttements by' lEnders intoming
the public of true interes t rates.
(d) reduce the amount and kinds of credit availab le to consumers.
(e) I don ' t know.

33. According to the loan ccmpaey schedule of repayments reproduced in
the table below, llhat rate would you pay for their loans?
.
(a) between lD and 12 per cent .
(b ) between 1.6 and 24 per cent . ' CaSh you get ' Cash you repai monthJi
• 24 mos. 18 mos. 12 JIOS .
(c) betweEil 7 and 9 per cent.
(d) 6 per cent.
$100
$ 9 .19
(e ) I dan 1 t know.
1$ 9.80 $12.65 $18. 39
$200
1

.

$300

1 $14.70 $18 .98

-

$27 . 59

can be obtained at varying rates of interest.
Which of the following does not affect this rate?
(a) type of lEndi ng agenqr. {b ) age am coDdi.tion of car purchased.
( c ) amount of down payment and length of rep8l118nt period.
(d) inco m of t he borrower.
(e) I den •t know.

34. Aut omobi le loans

3$. A loan from a pawnbroker
(a) need not ever be repaid if the borrower doe s not wis h to.
(b) llll.st be repaid in .30 dqs .
(c) must be ,repaid in 6 110ntha.
{d) is repaid according to verbal agreement between pawnbroker and
borrower.
(e)

I

don 't know.

APPENDIX C
FINAL

KNCJIIEDGE '!'EST

APPENDIX C
FINAL

KNCJJLIDGE TEST

1.

If' you are unable to keep up the payments on a TV set you have
bought on the inatal.mmt plan 1 the seller will most likeq
( a ) have you arrested for taU:ing to meet the terms of the contract
you signed.
( b ) pick up the set and keep the pa)"lD9nts you haTe made.
( c ) pick up the s et and retnrn to you the pqments you. have made .
(d) pick up the set and gi-.e you a cheaper 110del which costs no more
than you payments you have -.de.
( e ) I don' t know.

2

Credit unions mke loan s to
(a) anyone.
(b ) aiJ1' member.
( c ) 8IJ1'0lle recollllleDied by- a member.
(d) a:ny member who has belonged f or a year or more .
( e ) I don' t know.

•

3. Stores wi tb. 30-day eharge account services
(a) add a handling charge to the monthly bill.
(b ) price the ir merchandise to cover the coat of this service.

(c) charge for the service only

(d)

if the monthq bill runs over a
certain amount of money.
offer d:iacomts to charge account customers .

(e ) I

don ' t know.

4. If a friend suggested that you borr01r from a bank to bt11' yao.r TV set
instead at buying it on instalment trom the dealer 1 you should
consider it
( a ) ridiculous because banks don ' t lend for such purposes.
( b ) poor advice because bank rates are usually higher.
( c ) worth considering because bank rates are sometimes lolrer .
(d) unreas onab le because so much •red tape• is involTed.
( e ) I don ' t know.

S.

If y-ou are told that a bank charges a certain "discount rate• of
interest, you know that
(a) the rate is reduced if you repay the loan within 90 days.
(b) the rate is lower than that charged by most other banks.
(e ) the s tated. rate is higher than the actual rate.
(d ) you Jlll st pay the total &Blount of the interest at the time you.
secure the loan.
( e ) I don ' t know.
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6.

It you finance a :r;:urchase through a loan company instead of an in
stallsnt retail dealer, your finance charges will probab}¥ be
(a) more.
(b) slightq less.
( c ) Dlll ch less.
(d) ab out the same.
(e) I don' t know.

7. The Senate is mking investigations regarding a bill concerned with
c cnsumer credit which will
(a) crack dOWll on "high raters" with fines and illprisonment.
(b) set a higher legal limit on interest rate s.
(c) require "credit labeling• or statements by lenders intorming
the public of true interest rates.
(d) reduce the amount and kinds of' credit available to c onsumers .
(e ) I don• t know.
B. It a cash customer and a 3()-dq charge account customer buy the
same dress at the same s tore , you could expect
(a) the cash customer to pa;y less.
(b) the charge customer to pay less.
(c ) both to JaY the same pri ce .
(d) the charge cus taner t o pq a carrying charge at th e end of' the
month.
(e) I don ' t know.
9. Which lender lis ted below charges the lowest rate for credit?
(a) dealers offering instalment purchases.
(b) credit unions .
(c) loan companie s .
(d) pawnbrokers .
(e) I don ' t know.
10. It you buy a $300 refrigerator •on time• with a stated 6 per cent

carrying charge of' $18 and pq oft the $318 1n twelve equal month]T
payments with no dam J&yment, you. are actua� paying an interest
rate a£
(a) 6 per cent.
(b) about 9 per cent.
(c) about 12 per cent.
(d) between 18 and 24 per cent.
(e) I oon • t kmw.
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11. If you b ou ght the above refrigerat or with a $25 dawn payment but
still paid $18 carrying charges and still paid off your debt in
equal monthly pa;yments , yotr interest rate would
( a ) decrease greatly.
(b ) decrease sligb.tq.
( c ) increase.

(d.)

remain the same.
( e ) I don ' t lalow.

12 .

If

a car for $265o, PJ.Y $150 dawn1 and pay off the rest at
per month for 36 montha 1 you will pay about how much in interest

you buy

$80

on your car?
(a) $250 .

(b ) $375.

(c) $500.
(d) $75o .

( e ) I don' t

know.

13 . If

you put a suit in la7bY and make weekJ¥ pqme nts for a mnth or
so blllt cannot finish paying for it 1 the store
(a) ke ep s what you have paid.
(b) returns to you all you have paid except the service charge, it
any.
( c ) keeps hal! and returns to you hal! of what you have paid.
(d ) returns t o you all mt your down paym.ent.
( e ) I don • t know.

J.J,.. The Federa 1 Government
(a ) exercises no control over corurumer credit.
exer cis e s certain controls over unfair practices and quantities
of consumer credit permitted, according to the sta te of the
national economy.
(e) sets a maximum interest rate for consumer credit.
(d) determines what interest rate all agencies shall charge for
con SUDS r credit.
( e ) I don ' t lmow.

(b)

the usual sales contract whi ch you sign when you bu7 merchandise
on tm ins ta:bnent plan, which one of the follow:ing items is not
included?
(a ) You are not allared to sell the merchandise until you have DBde
the la st J:&YJDEilt.
(b ) You mus t state that you will not be making payments on any
oth er mer chandise at the same time .
( c ) You are required to carry fire insurance to protect th e mr
chandise while you are pqing for it, or othenr.i. se a s sume
respc>nsibility for du& ge s .
( d) If you are la te i n making a payment, all payments are due
imediate]¥.
(e) I don ' t know.

15. In
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16. What annual, or yearly, interest rate is being charged by the loan
company which advertises that '150 for 30 days will only' cost you $1?•
(a) 2 per cant.
(b) 6 per cent.
(c) 10 per cent.
(d) 24 per cent.
(e ) I don ' t know;
17. lfost IOloxville banks are now charging at least a •6 per cent discount
rate, the loan to be repaid in equal monthly payments . " This means
a true annual interest rate of
(a) 6 per cent .
(b ) about 6.5 per cent .
(c) about 12 per cent.
(d) about 9 per cent.
(e ) I dm 1 t .know'.
lB . U an automobile dealer requires or presllllr es you to fi nanc e your
purchase at a particular place, it is :mst likely an indication tlat
(a) he has arrangements with a f inance canpany that will save you

money.

{b ) he is a black Erketer whom. you had better stay nay from.

(c) he has a friend in the finance business.
(d) he gets a ldckbe.ek on the finance charges which will probably
be higher accordingly.
(e ) I dm ' t lmar.

19.

In deciding on rates for personal loans, banks cons ider all but
which one of the following?
(a) size of loan.
(b) collateral offered.
(c) age of borrower .
(d) eredi t rating of borrower .
(•) I don' t know.

20.

If you borrow $200 at a bank and at the end of one year pq the
bank $212 1 you have paid interest at the annua l rate ot
(a) 6 per cent.
(b ) 12 per cent.
(c) 4 per cent.
(d) 24 per cent.
(e ) I dont t know.
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21. In

the

majority

of cases, loan companies

allolr

how mch time for

paying off their loans?
( a ) over 24 Dlnths.
(b ) 6 to 18 DDnths •

(e) 90 days .
{d ) .30 days .
(e) I

22.

don ' t know.

The least e.xpensiTe credit a consumer can use is
( a ) instalment purchase from dea lers.
bank loans •
(e) loan !'rca a finance or loan co:apany.
(d ) loan on his insurance policy from the insurance c ompany.
(e )
know.

(b)

I don 't

23.

Autanobile loans can be obtained at varying rates or interes t.
Which
the fo llowing does not affect th is ra te?
a
)
type
of lending agency.
(
age ani co di ti an of ear purchased.
amount or down payment md length of repayment period.
(d ) ineane of the borrCJII'er .
(e )
know.

of

(b)
(e)

n

-

,

I don 't
-

24. A loan from a pnnbroker
(a ) need not ever be repaid if' the borrower
(b ) must be repaid in 30 days .
(e) DllS t be repaid in 6 month8 .
(d ) is repai d a ccording to Terbal agreement
borrower.
don ' t know.

(e ) I

doe s no t wish

to .

between pawnbroker and
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APPmDn D

ATTITUDE SCALE
Please place an X in the col.UDl which b est represents 7our
feeling about each item. If something is not clear, pleas e ask
abou.t it. Colnmn 1 represEilts •strongq agree•, column 2 represents
•agree, • colwan ) represents •unde cided or neutral, " colamn 4 repre
sents 11disagree, • and column S repreaenta •stronglJ_disagree. •
.

.

• Col.1 Col.2 •Col.) •Col.4 •Col.5
SA
• .&. • N .• D
SD

!

L

1

,
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' 0ol.l1 Col.2 1 Col.) 1 Col.41 Col.$

10.

!
!
There is no point in driTing an�

old ear when 7ou
one on tille .

can

1
!

get a new

!

I

!

ll. It is nearq allrays better to

•

pay cash than to buy on time .

12 .

!
!

The best home mana gers use lots !
or consumer credit.

!
�

I

I
I

'
I

!
I

It is wiae to go into debt U
necessaey to give children a
good education.

!

I

�

!
'

I

15. Families who rent until thq
can buy a home for cash are
wiser than those who bu7 with
mortgages.
16. It is foolish not to use
eredit to improve 70ur level
of living.

I
I

!

13. Families who use credit are
alJrqa poor]J" managed.

1.4.

!
!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

I

•

!

!

I

'

!

'

J.PP.E2IDIX

E

ATTITUDE SCALE
.

(as ana�ed)
.

APPENDIX E
ATTITUDE SCALES
Even Scale

1. •vacation n01r-Pay

Ja t s- 11 plans should be

used whm a tami:cy does

not have cash for a vacation.

2.

There is no point in dr1 Ting an old car when you

on

tiM.

). The best home

mana gers

can

get a new one

use lots of consumer credit.

�. It

you can ' t afford s omething your .f'aaiq wants, like a
credit to get it.

5. Credit

TV, us e

cards are an important convenience for consumers .

6. It is wise to go into debt if' necessary to giTe children a good
education.

7 • Buying on

time is OX for neeessi ties like food, clothing� and

appliances .

Odd Seale

1. It ia
2. Too

near ly al.wa1's better to pq cash than

to

b117

on time.

many people are using t oo mch credit nandays .

). If' you don t t haTe cash far new clothes or a new washing

a chine�

use the old ones until you do.

b..

People w1 tb low incomes canno t afford to use credit.

5. Fa:adlies who

rent untU they can bu;r a home tor cash are wiser
than thos e who buy w1th acrtgagea .

6.

Families

7•

.l good manager never us es credit.

8. Using

who use

credit are alwaya poor:cy managed.

credit is moral� wr ong unless necessary to save lite.

APPENDIX F

Q�TIONNAmE
Personal

Data and Credit

Use

.A.PPmDIX F
QUNIONNliRE

1.

What courses have you taken at the Adu.lt Education Center?

2.

Have you participated in any other educational activities far

homemakers, such as Pl'A stuCV" groups, home demonstraticm. clubs ,
YWCA, Red Cross, etc. 1

.3. Haw

you ever taken any hoae eccmomics in school b esides the Adult
E«ilcation Center? I! so, at what level and how JII8.IlY years ?

4.

What was the last grade of school you COIIP leW?

5.

Do you wcrk outsi de your home?

6.

Have you ever worked outside 70ur home?

7. How many

8

•

9.

If so, what type of work?
If so, what type of work?

years alt ogether have you worked outside your home?

.lre you living

with your husband?

What is your husband ' s oecupa.tion?

10.

What was the last gra de ot school he completed?

11. Do

you
yours ?

12. What

1) .

have

are

any other source of income besides his oc cupat.ion and

If so, what?

the ages of your children?

'What is your age?

14. How

many ;years have ;you been mrried?

15. If

I

you needed a new appliance or some other itea cos ting $200 to
$300 an d did not have cash to buy it, where 110\lld yro s e ek credit
for thi s pur chase?

16.

Why wcnld you choose this source?

17.

Who decides whether such a purchase shall be made

18.

Who decides whether it shall be by cash or credit?

in

your family?
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19.

It credit, who decides what credit source?

20. Do 7ou and 70TJr husband usualq agree on attars concerning the
use of credit?

21.

What items have ;you bought on the instalment plan during the past
7ear? Where did 7ou make these purchases ? What carrying charges
did J'.OU pa7?

22.

Do 7ou ever use insta lment credit when 7ou could pa7 cash?

wbTt

If so,

23. How many ti.JIIes in the past 7ear have 7ou borrowed mone7 from a
bank? What was the 81lount of each loan? What interest rate were
70U C-harged?
24. How JII&D1' ti:aes iD the past J'8&r have 70u borrowed mon.q from a loan
compal)1'? What was the amount of each loan? What interest and
other charges did 7ou �?

2S. How
some

111UJ;T times in the past )"ear baTe 7ou borrowed mone7 by' pawning

posseBsion? What charges did 70u pq?

26. How JDEmT items have 7011 put in l.a7b7 during the past 7ear and paid
off b7 the week cr aonth ? Did 70u pq a fee for this serrtce ?
Were 70U ab le to pay off each ita as plannedt
27. Do 7ou belong to a credit UDion? It so, have 70u borrowed froDt it
during the past 7ear? 1lhat was the aaount of each loan? What
charges did 70U pay?
.

·

28. Do 7fJU buy food for cash or on tiM?
prefer this method?

It on tiJie , 11h7 do 7ou

29. Do 70u � gasoline for caah or on time ?

30.

Do 7011 b1Q' clothing for cash or on tille ? It on time, what tn>e
of credit do 7ou use? Where do 70u b1ey' JIOSt of 7our clothing!

31.

Do 7ou 'blq' drugs for c ash or on time?

32. During the past 7ear did 7011 go into debt for a Yacation or other
recreation? It s o, give amount and tJpe of credit.
33.

Do

34..

Before you buT ao.thing on time do 70u find out whether 70\1 could
bu7 it cheaper for cash?

7c:n1 PR7 70ur doctor b7 cash at each visit, at the end of t h e
month, or two or more 110ntha after billing ?
'
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35.

If you needed cash and had t o borrmr, what sources
before applying for a loan?
'

36. Where do you think you wculd be most likely
37 •

It

any

get the monq? Why?

credit cards?

If you

ot

you c0118 ider

onq one source is ccnaidered, why?

)8. Do yon have
39.

to

would

had more kn01rledge of credit than
aey advantage to you? If so 1 how?

you now

have, would it be

Lo . How or where do you think you Jdght get more such knowledge?

(Please consider the followmg carefu.J.q and do not answer Yes
unless you feel rather sure that you could and would make ttii
necessary effort to do the thing mentioned in each question. )

41.

It you wer e informed of a series of ten weekJT clasaes at the J.dult
Education Center on the subject of credit with 'the regular regis
tration tee of $2 .501 would you attend?

42. Would you attend a University class on this Sllb j ect, pqing a fee
of $20 or more and receiving university credit?

la3 .

If a local television station presented
this abject, would yon make i t a point

a series
to wat ch

of progrBIIB on
regularl1'?

44. It

a loca l radio station presented a series of programs
subject, would you make it a point to listen regular]J'?

45.

Do you have

1,6. I:t

an Fl4

co

this

radio set?

a local newspaper
li'Ould you read thell?

ran a s erie s

of articles on this subject,

47 .

If a bank spons ored a free lecture for the public on this
eubjeet, would you attend?

48 .

If' you knew of a book on this su.bjeet coating one dollar
weuld you buy it and read it?

49.

If

or less,

you knew at a book on this subject at tha �bl1e library, would
you go check it out and read it?

